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Assignment Justice: A practical guide for Sudanese journalists

Foreword

E

ducation and training is considered fundamental by all
stakeholders: journalists and editors-in-chief, national and
international NGOs, government officials and donor
representatives. However, media education and training is a
seriously neglected area in Sudan. A lack of professionalism and
the need for training are key issues in the development of a free
and fair media in the country. Providing objective and relevant
reporting is consequently a challenge for many Sudanese
journalists.
The media will be a decisive player in Sudan's transition into a
democracy with economic and social development for all its
citizens. They therefore need to play a strong, supportive role in
helping to inform the public adequately about key events,
facilitating public participation in reconciliation, and helping to
diffuse the many threats to a peace process through professional
media activity and to support the growth of a democratic society.
Training is emerging as a future priority with particular attention
given to building journalistic capacities on issues related to key
events. IWPR's intention is to make sure that those who are
practicing the profession are able to do it in a responsible way.
The handbook Assignment Justice: A Practical Guide for
Sudanese Journalists is part of IWPR's aim to facilitate the
reporting on sensitive matters such as justice. The handbook is
available on the IWPR website.
Launched in April 2008, IWPR Netherlands has media
development projects in the DRC, Uganda, Sudan and the
Balkans. It provides hands-on training, extensive reporting and
publishing, aimed at building the capacity of local media and to
serve as a platform for them.
The mission of the world-wide IWPR network is to build peace and
democracy through free and fair media. For further information,
please call: +31 (0) 70 3389016 or visit www.iwpr.net.
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Introduction

R

eporting on international justice is one of the most important
and challenging assignments that journalists will encounter in
their careers.
This could not be more true than when reporting on international
war crimes and the tribunals set up to investigate and prosecute
them, including the newly-established International Criminal Court,
ICC.
International justice has all the elements of a good story: opposing
sides, tension, human interest, and of course, real-life drama.
People have debated whether international justice proceedings
lead to peace or might destabilise a country.
International justice is a sensitive topic that requires careful
handling. People's lives have been torn apart by war crimes, and
communities have suffered.

Why report on the ICC?
! My country can build a secure future in part through
revealing and addressing the wrongs done in the past.
! Justice can only be done properly if free and informed
journalists scrutinise the process.
! Sudan must respond to the charges that its leaders face.
! The ICC is a big issue facing the country and politicians
must get it right.
! State-sponsored media publishes inaccurate information
about the court that needs to be balanced by the
independent press.

Whether you're in the courtroom or on the ground, court reporting
can be exciting, but also complex. Journalists can encounter
problems if they violate court rules such as publishing the name of
a protected witness or favouring one side of the case more than
the other.
In Sudan, journalists can also get into trouble for articles that
counter the official positions of President Omar Hassan al-Bashir's
ruling National Congress Party, NCP, or address the
government's responsibility for the fighting in Darfur.
The United Nations Security Council referred the Darfur situation
to the ICC in 2005 and this added new impetus for journalists to
analyse and understand local and international concepts of
justice.
The ICC's indictments of Janjaweed commander Ali Kushayb and
Humanitarian Affairs Minister Ahmed Harun, issued in May 2007,
further forced the issue when the government of Sudan refused to
cooperate with the ICC and hand over the suspects.
It is important for journalists to be aware of constraints, interests
and hidden agendas when writing about international justice
issues and the ICC, as well as the evolution of international
criminal law.
Writing about the ICC may seem difficult since the court is in The
Hague, Netherlands, and state-backed media provides conflicting
information. For example, state news sources may downplay the
scale of the Darfur crisis and suggest that the ICC is undermining
Sudanese sovereignty.

Institute for War & Peace Reporting
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Some history

The International Criminal Court

Why are international war crimes courts
established?

U

W

ar crimes courts are created to enforce international laws
when a country's own justice system is unable or unwilling
to do so.
They carry out certain functions:

! To try those accused of committing grave crimes, like war
crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide, and punish
those found to be responsible.
! To bring justice to the victims of those crimes.
! To deter future crimes.
! To establish the facts of the crimes to pave the way for
reconciliation.
! To strengthen the rule of law.

Other international war crimes courts

T

he International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, ICTR, and the
International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia,
ICTY, were set up in the 1990s by the UN Security Council to
prosecute crimes committed during the war in the Balkans and the
Rwandan genocide.
Other courts, such as the Special Court for Sierra Leone, the Iraq
High Tribunal, and the Cambodia Extraordinary Chambers are
limited in their jurisdiction, just like the ICTY and ICTR.
This means that the courts only address crimes committed in a
particular timeframe and location, and only have a mandate to try
cases for a certain period of time. Eventually these courts will
cease to function.

nlike the Rwandan and Yugoslavia tribunals that preceded it,
the ICC is the world's first permanent court and can
investigate ongoing crimes. Its jurisdiction only stretches back to
2002 though, when the court began to function. It is independent
and is not a United Nations institution.
However, the UN Security Council can refer cases to the ICC for
investigation, as it did with the Darfur situation. When this
happens, the prosecutor of the ICC must go to the council to
report on the progress of the case every six months.
The ICC only tries those responsible for orchestrating the gravest
of war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. Unlike the
International Court of Justice, ICJ, which arbitrates disputes
between nations, the ICC can only prosecute individuals.
The need for a war crimes court was first recognised after the
Second World War when the Nuremberg Trials were established
to judge the German Nazi leadership for the crimes it had
committed against civilians.
Similar trials were held for Japanese military leaders in Tokyo
following the war. This was the first time that national leaders had
faced international trial for war crimes and crimes against
humanity. A hybrid of common law and civil law was used in order
to make the trials acceptable to the international community.
The ICC was set up in 2002 by countries that signed the Rome
Statute, a document that contains the rules, regulations, and
workings of the court. It also describes the various crimes for
which prosecutors can charge suspects, including newly defined
sexual violence crimes such as enforced prostitution, forced
pregnancy and enforced sterilisation.
Countries that have signed the Rome Statute are called the
Assembly of States Parties. There are now 108 state parties to
the court.
Signing the Rome Statute obligates countries to integrate Rome
Statute crimes into their own domestic laws. It also obliges
countries to help the ICC find and apprehend suspects on their
territory.
Sudan has not joined the court, nor have some other powerful
countries including the United States.
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US fears

The Assembly of States Parties

O

T

pposition by the U.S. to the ICC has significantly hindered
the process of getting more countries to join the court.

The U.S. fears that an anti-American ICC prosecutor could use
the court as a tool to unfairly target Americans. So, the US has not
only refused to ratify the Rome Statute, but in the past has also
used its political and economic leverage to undermine it by
demanding that other countries sign agreements pledging not to
subject American citizens to the court. Those who refused were
threatened with the denial of U.S. aid.
But with a new administration elected in the U.S. in 2008,
indications are that the U.S. may be modifying its position,
particularly in relation to the court's work in Darfur and northern
Uganda where it sees the ICC as a useful tool. Under Barack
Obama, the U.S. has supported issuing an arrest warrant for alBashir.
Additionally, the U.S. did not use its powerful veto in the UN
Security Council to block the referral of the Darfur situation to the
ICC back in 2005. Some said this constituted a softening of U.S.
attitudes towards the ICC, but others said it was because the U.S.
didn't want to be seen as blocking potential solutions for Darfur.

he Assembly of States Parties elects judges, prosecutors and
deputy prosecutors to the court, seeking to ensure a fair
geographic distribution and adequate representation of the world's
main legal systems.
Each participating state has a single vote, and an effort is made to
reach decisions on issues concerning the ICC by consensus. If
this cannot be achieved, decisions are taken by a majority vote.
Each of the state parties must adopt legislation that enables its
national courts to try genocide, crimes against humanity and war
crimes defined in the Rome Statute.
This is quite an undertaking for some of the countries that have
joined the ICC, and do not have a functioning justice system, or
those that have a system which conflicts with the ICC, such as
military courts and the imposition of the death penalty.
The ICC has jurisdiction only over individuals from states that
have ratified the Rome Statute or over crimes that have been
committed in countries that have ratified it, unless there is a UN
Security Council referral, such as with Sudan.
If a war crimes case is being considered by a country that has
joined the ICC, then the ICC cannot act unless the country is
unwilling or unable to investigate or prosecute.
A country may be determined to be unwilling if it is clearly
shielding someone from responsibility for ICC crimes. A country
may be unable if its legal system has collapsed.
The UN Security Council can also refer a situation from anywhere
around the world to the ICC, if it can prove that a country is
'unwilling or unable' to prosecute suspects nationally. That is what
happened in Darfur.
But Sudan contends that its own justice system is willing and able
to try these serious crimes nationally. When the council referred
Darfur to the ICC in 2005, the Sudan government set up a court
called the Special Criminal Court on the Events in Darfur, SCCED.
However, the Sudan court was widely dismissed by human rights
groups.
In the days after the ICC prosecutor's announcement about the
possible indictment of al-Bashir in July 2008, President al-Bashir
announced the creation of a special prosecutor for Darfur issues.
Human rights groups said these moves were empty attempts to
show the government's willingness and ability to try cases, and
therefore challenge the jurisdiction of the ICC.

Institute for War & Peace Reporting
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Organization of the Court
The third way by which cases go to the ICC is if the court's
prosecutor initiates an investigation into a situation. To do this,a
the prosecutor needs the approval of ICC judges.

War crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide

T

he ICC definition of crimes against humanity includes rape,
torture, enslavement and forcible displacement.

The Rome Statute says that acts of rape, sexual slavery, enforced
prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilisation, and other
forms of sexual violence that take place during international or
internal armed conflict, can be prosecuted as war crimes.
The court's definition of rape and sexual violence acknowledges
that men and boys can also be victims.
Acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, groups
of people based on their ethnicity, race or religion can be
prosecuted as genocide at the ICC. They include killings, causing
serious bodily or mental harm, inflicting conditions of life
calculated to bring about physical destruction and forcible transfer.
When ICC prosecutors asked judges to issue an indictment of alBashir, they claimed to have evidence that he had committed
genocide in Darfur, in part through a campaign of rape designed
to kill the will, spirit and life of the people.
This was a significant step in the way sexual violence crimes are
prosecuted at international tribunals. Human rights groups hope
this will influence how crimes of sexual violence are viewed by
national courts.

The prosecutor

L

uis Moreno-Ocampo of Argentina was unanimously elected
prosecutor in 2003. The deputy prosecutor for prosecutions is
Fatou Bensouda of Gambia.
There should also be a deputy prosecutor for investigations, but
this post has remained vacant since early 2006 when Serge
Brammertz left to investigate political murders in Lebanon. Human
rights groups question why the post has not been filled and say
investigations have suffered as a result.
Prosecutors act independently of any other part of the court. They
are responsible for conducting investigations and prosecutions.

The defence

D

efence lawyers also act independently of the court.

They defend people accused of crimes, and the accused are
considered to be innocent until proven guilty. Often, however, the
accused are considered to be guilty by the general public, some of
whom were either involved in the conflicts, watched them unfold
on the television, or heard about them on the radio.
Lawyer Didier Preira now works for the ICC and once represented
people accused of instigating the Hutu-Tutsi violence in Burundi in
1993. An estimated 300,000 were killed after a Hutu was elected
leader following the country's first democratic elections. Preira
became involved in a United Nations-run programme to provide
legal assistance to those suspected of orchestrating the violence.

Sudan’s indictees, Harun, Kushayb, and Sudan President alBashir have been accused of using rape as a war crime and crime
against humanity in relation to events in Darfur.
After he was indicted by the ICC, Harun was promoted from state
minister to minister in charge of humanitarian affairs.
Commentators saw this as a slap in the face of the ICC when an
indictee was put in control of the flow of aid to the same victims he
is accused of forcing from their homes and into camps.

Question:
How has the Sudanese media reported on the
ICC?

Note: The court can only investigate and prosecute crimes that
took place after 2002 when the ICC was created. It cannot
investigate or prosecute crimes that took place before then.
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He said that courtroom spectators shouted out that they were
victims of those who were on trial. Initially, Preira and his fellow
defence lawyers needed escorts to leave the court safely, since
the public had labeled them genocidaires.

The identities of these individuals will be revealed to the defence
just before a trial begins, but may be kept from the public, if
necessary.

ICC defence lawyers must also cope with news media that may
have rushed to pronounce the accused as guilty before they've
gone on trial.

The judges

As a journalist, guard against relying only on press conferences
by either prosecutors or the defence. You must stay balanced and
reflect the opinions of both the prosecution and defence.
The ICC has created a support team for defence lawyers called
the Office of Public Counsel for the Defence, OPCD.
Before the OPCD was created, only prosecutors had oversight
into all their investigations and cases, leaving individual defence
lawyers to work on their own without broader awareness of the
other cases.
The OPCD provides support to individual defence lawyers,
making them aware of developments in other ICC cases that
could be of use to them in preparing their cases.

T

he ICC has 18 judges divided into three groups: pre-trial
judges, trial judges and appeals judges.

Each of the ICC's member states has the right to nominate judicial
candidates who will then be elected by the Assembly of States
Parties. The ICC uses a complex system to ensure regional
representation on the court.
Pre-trial judges often receive the most news media attention
because they consider the evidence and decide whether to issue
arrest warrants for those who will be put on trial.
They took three months to consider prosecution evidence
presented against Harun and Kushayb and issue arrest warrants,
but even longer when considering an indictment of President alBashir.

It has a general mandate to look out for defence interests from the
very beginning of investigations.
Another general concern for defence lawyers who work at the ICC
is that many documents provided by prosecutors have names and
dates blotted out and replaced with the word “redacted”.
Prosecutors argue that concealing the identities of certain victims
and witnesses is essential to ensure their protection. Some may
be at great personal risk by testifying at the ICC.

Questions:

Practice Exercise:

Do you think the court is right to take such
care to protect witnesses and do you agree
they may be in danger if they testify?

Look at the prosecutor's request for an arrest
warrant for al-Bashir, and the indictments for
Kushayb and Harun.

Is it fair to ask defence lawyers to prepare
their case when they do not know the specific
events, locations, people and places being
cited by the prosecutors?

Write a story about the prosecutor's suggestion
that the government supplied the Janjaweed
militia with arms and used them as a proxy
fighting force.

Do victims and witnesses need to be protected
from the defence?

Institute for War & Peace Reporting
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The big issues for ICC journalists

T

Some African countries say that pursuing genocide charges
against al-Bashir jeopardised the stability of the continent, not just
peace in Sudan.

Arresting suspects

Others say the ICC should drop arrest warrants to ensure peace
agreements are not dealt a fatal blow.

here are lots of great stories at the ICC. Here are some of the
“big issues” you may want to write about.

T

he ICC has no police force of its own to locate and arrest
suspects. It relies on national authorities to detain suspects
and transfer them to The Hague.

The debate over peace versus justice is a good story for any
journalist covering international justice issues.

As a result, the ICC depends on governments that have joined the
court to make arrests.

Victim participation

For example, it is up to the Ugandan government to arrest the
senior leaders of the Lord's Resistance Army, LRA, who were
indicted by the ICC in 2005. The rebels retreated to Garamba
National Park in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The ICC
has also asked UN peace keepers there to help, as well as the
Congolese army and troops from South Sudan.
In December 2008, the Ugandan army attacked the LRA bases in
the DRC, but failed to kill or capture the LRA or its leaders.
Sudan is more complex. It does not recognise the jurisdiction of
the ICC over crimes in Darfur. Harun gained a promotion after
being indicted, and Sudan has vowed never to hand over a
suspect to the court.
The Arab League and the African Union rallied round al-Bashir,
offering support, even though many of these same African
countries have signed the Rome Statute.

T

he Rome Statute allows victims of war crimes to participate in
all stages of the proceedings before the court.

Victim participation is central to the ICC's goal of having an impact
on peace and transition in the countries in which it is involved.
Witnesses who testified at the Rwanda tribunal complained that it
was in Arusha, Tanzania, and far from where crimes were
committed. Because of this, ordinary people found it hard to keep
up with events at the court. Victims also complained that their
voices could only be heard if they testified at the ICC.
As a result, the ICC decided to let victims be involved in court
cases from the very beginning - when an investigation is first
opened and throughout the various stages of the trial.
ICC officials or judges can appoint lawyers to represent victims, or
refer them to the Office of Public Counsel for Victims, OPCV. This
office is similar to the OPCD and was set up to assist lawyers
defending victims.

Question:

Questions:

Does ICC justice lead to peace or create more
problems?

Do you agree that victims should be allowed to
participate in ICC cases?
Does the word 'victim' imply that the person
standing trial is guilty?

10
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Lawyers from the OPCV can act as legal representatives for
victims in court, and can appear before judges on issues
regarding victim involvement. And, they can help support a
victim's existing legal team. Yet, questions still exist over who
should get involved and at what stage.
In 2006, prosecutor Moreno-Ocampo argued in the case against
the DRC's Thomas Lubanga that victims should only participate in
trials of defendants whose actions have affected them personally.
He said that wider participation could jeopardise investigations.
But the judges rejected his argument.
It is the judge's job to insure that the rights of victims do not affect
the accused person's right to a fair trial.
Defence lawyers say victims are like a second prosecution.
Before victims can participate, however, they must apply to the
court for victim status and be recognised as legitimate and eligible
victims. In order to participate, victims must prove a link between
the harm they suffered and the person standing trial.

given testimonies because they wanted to be relocated. This
caused the judges to remove that evidence from the case. This
forced prosecutors to drop the charges.
The dispute was eventually resolved and the charges were
reinstated, but this illustrates how difficult protection can be.
Many victims and witnesses in the Darfur case are currently living
in refugee camps in Chad. Ensuring their safety is very difficult for
the court

Journalistic responsibility

C

areless reporting can jeopardise witnesses and victims. If
their identity is protected by the ICC, you must respect this.

If a court document does not name a victim or witness, and the
word 'redacted' appears in the place of the name, it means the
name has been removed and is not for broadcast or publication.

Protecting victims and witnesses

The same is true if a sealed indictment is issued. If an indictment
is sealed, it means that the prosecution wants the identity of the
suspect to be kept secret.

T

Victim reparations

he ICC has set up a Victims and Witnesses Unit to provide
security arrangements for those who appear before or
participate with the ICC, as well as others who are at risk because
of the testimony given by witnesses.
Protection of victims has been difficult and complicated for the
ICC, and has caused considerable delays to cases from the
Congo.
The prosecutor wants greater protection for victims and
witnesses. However, the responsibility for witness safety lies with
the court's registry.
The registry is an arm of the court that deals with administrative
matters, and the general operations of the court.
In May 2008, sexual violence charges were dropped in the case
against two Congolese militia leaders due to an internal dispute
over witness protection.

V

ictims can also seek reparations through the Trust Fund for
Victims.

The court set up the trust fund as a way to compensate those who
lost loved ones, homes, and livelihoods during the conflict in their
countries. The fund can replace possessions, pay for trauma
counseling, or help to rebuild destroyed villages. The fund can
also be used to pay court-ordered compensation when the
accused person can't afford to pay.
The fund encourages victims to group together to receive
compensation. Money in the fund comes from governments,
foundations, international organizations, and private donors.
The trust fund is in its early stages of operation, and we have yet
to see how successful it will be in practice.

Prosecutors said the two sexual violence witnesses, who
supported the prosecution's charges, should be relocated
because of threats against them.
The registry disagreed, but prosecutors relocated the witnesses
anyway. The registry complained that the witnesses might have

Institute for War & Peace Reporting
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Stories you might cover

Resources about the ICC

! Effects of the court's investigations on local people and

! The internet, particularly the ICC's own website,

national stability.
! Can Sudan's justice system put people on trial for war
crimes?
! Could a legitimate and impartial local war crimes court be
established to work in concert with the ICC?
! Can victims ever be compensated enough for crimes
suffered? Is it fair to compensate those victims who apply to
the trust fund, but not others who do not know about it?

www.icc-cpi.int
! Articles in magazines and policy papers from academics
! Groups that work with victims, human rights organisations,
lawyers, church groups, and anyone with an interest in
international justice
! Groups like Amnesty International and Human Rights
Watch file detailed reports on topics that relate to the ICC
! Blogs by legal observers who have interesting comments
may also have access to potential sources
Also:

! Justwatch http://listserv.acsu.buffalo.edu/archives/justwatch-l.html
! Coalition for the International Criminal Court www.iccnow.org
! International Centre for Transitional Justice - www.ictj.org
! Institute for War and Peace Reporting - www.iwpr.net
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Covering a trial

A

s with any reporting, it is important to be fair and accurate
when covering a trial. Good preparation is important to writing
clear, accurate and balanced stories.
When writing about the indictment by the ICC of Sudanese
suspects in relation to events in Darfur, it is good to think about
the reaction inside the country and abroad. Also, think about
certain individuals who were NOT named.
For example, some human rights groups say the ICC should only
indict those most responsible for grave crimes, such as heads of
state. They say that militia leaders, like Thomas Lubanga from the
Congo and Janjaweed leader Ali Kushayb are not the only ones
ultimately responsible for the violence in Darfur.
They say it is not just the top political leaders who are
responsible, but that the whole ruling National Congress Party is
also complicit in the Darfur violence. Therefore some ask, why
single out only a few individuals?
Here are a few things to think about.
While you may not be able to predict what will happen, you can
anticipate likely outcomes.
You can review and assess documents that are published on the
ICC's website beforehand, and summarise them or even write
some of the story before the first day. This could include
paragraphs regarding the main charges in the case.
Identify the sources you would like to quote, always taking care to
maintain balance, and interview these sources beforehand, if
possible.
This will provide you with useful context ahead of time. Tell your

sources that you may need to check back with them to get their
comments about the events of the day or a clarification.
Prosecutors often hold press conferences and it is tempting to
write a story based on that alone. For proper balance, however,
speak to defence lawyers, seek their perspective, and include it in
your story.
Because victims are represented in the courtroom at the ICC, in
addition to the accused and the defendants, it is also a good idea
to get in touch with their lawyers ahead of time. Remember that in
the ICC there are three parties who can question the accused and
present witnesses: the defence, the prosecution and the victims.
All of this will enable you to include new material into your stories
as you get statements, evidence, and colourful descriptions from
the day in court.
Tip:
Don't forget to review material prepared in
advance to make sure it is still accurate and
corresponds to events of the day.
Another reminder: never file a report based only on pre-prepared
material without attending the trial or checking to ensure that what
you have written is actually what happened.
Inaccurate reporting is a fast way to lose credibly and seriously
damage your career.
As long as you are organised and responsible, preparing material
in advance can allow you to produce polished articles in a short
time that can match the scale of the events that you may witness
and are there to report.
You might want to practice beforehand.
Start at a local court. They can be a good place to learn about
local justice and national judicial proceedings.

Question:
What kind of preparation could you do if you
were covering the first day of Ahmed Harun's
trial?

Go to the Constitutional Court in Khartoum. Find a case to follow
and learn what law or laws may have been broken.
If you come across a trial that is already in progress, determine
the stage of the trial, what has happened so far, what will happen
next, when it will end, and the possible outcomes.
Identify all the main players.
Get to know the court officials and learn who will help provide
documents or information. When you feel you have enough
information, try to write a report based on a day or two spent in
court.

Institute for War & Peace Reporting
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Start reporting

Y

ou may not be able to attend the ICC in person, but all trials
can be seen on the ICC website - www.icc-cpi.int. They are
broadcast live but with a 30-minute delay.
The court says it would like to conduct hearings in countries of the
accused, but whether that happens depends on the security of
prosecutors and witnesses, and the cooperation of national justice
and security systems.
These are called “in situ” trials, a term that means “in the place”
where crimes were committed.
Initially, the ICC wanted to hold the opening of the trial against
Congolese rebel Thomas Lubanga in the DR Congo, but this plan
was cancelled due to security concerns.
The most important objective when reporting on any trial is to
present a fair and unbiased account of events as they unfold in
the courtroom.
Most challenging is to ensure that courtroom events are reflected
fully and fairly.

If a defence witness speaks in the morning, make sure you are
also there when prosecutors ask their questions in the afternoon.
The closing line “The trial continues …” is sometimes used at the
end of stories to remind readers that you are only presenting a
segment of the trial.

A few other things to remember
! Stick to the facts.
! Avoid getting bogged down with too many extra details and
unnecessary background.
! Don't insert your opinions. Your job is to present all sides
of what is said in court.
! The international press will be following the Sudan cases
closely, so - when and if they come to trial - they and may
look to your stories for reference.
! Be impartial. Avoid heavily slanted adjectives - such as
“guilty-looking” defendants, or “arrogant” prosecutors.
! Reprimands by judges and sharp exchanges between
teams of advocates can be especially newsworthy.

But, obviously, you can't include everything, so an important part
of court reporting is selecting the most important and interesting
information.
Focus is essential, but being too selective can lead to accusations
that you are concentrating too much on one side of the story or
another.
You must ensure your pieces are balanced. Years after a case is
finished, media reporting is often the only historical record that the
public has of the outcome.

Questions:

Questions:

Have you covered a court case in Sudan?

How do you make your court story interesting
without being too sensational?

Have you visited the Constitutional Court?
What do you know about the special courts for
Darfur created by the government after the UN
Security Council referred the Darfur situation to
the ICC?

How can you easily explain ICC justice to your
readers and listeners in Sudan, when they are
used to such a different justice system?

Why do you think the special courts were created?
Are courts in Sudan independent?

14
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Contempt of court

O

ne of the most important things you need to consider when
covering any trial is contempt of court.

Journalists are not allowed to publish or broadcast anything that
might prejudice the trial.
The ICC can impose a hefty fine for contempt. You could also be
imprisoned. Or both!
UN war crime tribunals and the ICC can prosecute journalists for
contempt of court if journalists interfere with the work of the court
or disregard orders from the judges. This can include intimidating
a witness, revealing the identity of a protected witness, or refusing
court orders to testify or produce documents.

The judges said, “Journalists are free to report and comment on
all proceedings before the tribunal, including the testimony of
witnesses. However, they are under an obligation to respect the
tribunal's orders and protective measures granted to witnesses.”
Prosecutors at the ICC have relied on reports by some journalists,
and even submitted some of them as evidence before judges. At
press conferences and pre-trial hearings, the prosecutor has
played clips of radio reports from Congolese and international
broadcasters about war crimes events.
Situation:
An insider witness is testifying under court
protection against the former head of the
Sudan secret service. A person you suspect of
being an agent approaches you with the

You might learn the name of a witness whose identity was
withheld during testimony. If you were to make it public, you could
be held in contempt.
If you covered the war and were the sole witness to a particular
crime, you could be called to testify. If you refuse to testify - and
many journalists don't want to - you could be held in contempt.

information on this witness' identity and asks
you to publish it. What do you do?
Situation:
The ICC has not been able to access Darfur
during its investigations, so work by

At the Yugoslavia tribunal in The Hague, a journalist was found
guilty of disclosing lists of protected witnesses, was sent to prison
for three months, and was fined 10,000 Euros.

journalists from the region may be called on by
prosecutors in court. Your news story is read
out in court. How do you feel about this? What

He argued in his defence that the lists were no longer protected
because the witnesses had been named in court by the judges.
Judges said the journalist exposed the witnesses to threats,
intimidation and possible injury, and that the witnesses were
dissuaded from cooperating with the tribunal.

do you do?

Review

T

he key to court reporting is impartiality, accuracy and fairness.

You must represent evidence presented by each side in a trial
and adequately convey opposing opinions or arguments.
Questions:
Do you think Sudanese people have any
misconceptions about the ICC?
Do you think a story about misunderstandings
people have about the ICC would be interesting?

No one has a monopoly on the truth. There is a temptation to feel
that if you get a word from the prosecutor at a press conference
or in an interview, that he is speaking the truth. But there are two
sides to every story, so don't forget about the defence's point of
view.
This can be difficult when hearing witness testimony in court. Be
sure to balance your article with what the defence says in
response to witness testimony.

Institute for War & Peace Reporting
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Give anyone who is criticised in a story a chance to respond
within the same article. Obviously, you can't speak directly to
defendants, but reflect what the defence lawyers say.
An article can be very critical of someone, but it must provide
appropriate context. This means a journalist must make it clear
that a critical statement comes from a representative of an
opposing political party.

Problems and Solutions

L

et's discuss a few common problems that reporters encounter
when covering courts and talk about the solutions.

Problem:
Not understanding the law and the rules of the
court.

Don't express your own opinions or political preferences in your
stories. Responsible journalism provides clear distinction between
fact and opinion.

Solution:
Seek independent expert advice, such as
academics, non-governmental organizations,

Take extensive notes and/or tape record interviews.

knowledgeable observers, or court insiders

Facts must be checked and checked again. Many journalism
organisations insist on the “two source rule.” This means that
every fact must be confirmed by two independent sources before
it can be taken as reliable.

you can trust.

This can be could be particularly difficult when talking to victims.
Remember to listen to their opinions, but balance them with
opposing opinions. If one group says another is responsible for
crimes, you must interview the other side. For example, if Darfur
rebels make accusations against the government, get the
government to respond.
People you interview have the right to know who you are, what
you intend to do with the information they provide, and how you
will portray them.

Problem:
Official representatives of the court are
inapproachable.
Solution:
Maintain a large network of court insiders,
build a relationship of mutual trust with them,
but do not abuse it.
Problem:
Being manipulated by one side or the other in
the case.
Solution:

On-the-record information and fully identified sources are always
preferable. However, sometimes you may be offered information
from people unwilling to be identified. Respect that, but use “off
the record” interviews as seldom as possible.
Also, be aware that the people you speak to may have deep
misunderstandings about the court and how it works. Your job is
to reflect these misunderstandings and the problems they cause,
without spreading the misinformation.

Always double check your information. Be
aware of people's motives for talking to you
and take that into account when assessing the

Questions:
Have you ever had problems understanding the
rules of the court? What did you do?
Have you ever had problems getting comments
from official spokespeople? How did you
overcome this?
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Finally
information or comments they give you.
Balance their views by talking to as many
people as possible.

Do you want to write for IWPR?

W

e're keen to publish stories written by journalists from
central Africa and Sudan on our website, www.iwpr.net.
Generally we look for stories of 1,000 words or less.

Problem:
You balance your story, but the government
only wants its perspective printed and
broadcast, and tries to censor or distort the
prosecution case.
Solution:
This is a big problem, and we don't have the

The stories must be of a high standard, interesting, analytical and
above all, relate in some way to the ICC, international justice, or
local justice.
For example, a story about insecurity on the border between
Sudan and Ethiopia is not what we're looking for. How that
insecurity affects ICC investigations on the ground is exactly the
type of story we want.

answer to overcoming censorship. It is
important, however, not to water-down your
own stories in an attempt to get them past the
censors.
Problem:
The government will not talk about the cases
except to dismiss the ICC's jurisdiction. You
want to balance your article.
Solution:
Find alternative sources that can describe or
represent the government's point of view, even
if they are not official statements. For example,
get a comment from a high ranking member of
the National Congress Party.

Types of stories published by IWPR
News item - a short report providing immediate notice of an
important development, such as the release of a new indictment,
new evidence, or the decision of pre-trial judges to refer a case to
trial.
Analysis - a reflective article, drawing on expert advice and
comment to explore the implications of a judge's ruling, a
prosecutor's statement, the argument of the defence, or another
key development in the case.
This kind of report may take a court event - a verdict, ruling or
new piece of evidence - and seek comment from experts,
lawyers, victims, aid groups or others. It may also be used to
mark a key turning point, such as the start of a trial, the close of
the prosecution case, the close of the defence case, and of
course, the verdict.
Use the ICC website to obtain written submissions and
documents to help you produce more reflective and analytical
articles.
It is important to produce such articles from time to time so that
readers can follow the progress of a case without getting lost in
the detail and counter-charges that make up most of the day-today progress of a trial.
Colour story - written on an occasional basis, to give a sense of
the flavour or tone of the court and the personalities and moods of
the individuals involved.
Feature - a portrait of an individual, a study of the court itself, the
law or facilities, or an in-depth look at some other aspect of the
court.

Institute for War & Peace Reporting
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News writing
Assessment - a well researched look at the progress of a case,
or the court itself, reviewing results and gathering a substantial
amount of expert view and comment to provide a clear, but
balanced view of events.

N

ews falls into two basic categories: hard news and soft news.

Hard news
Interviews - you might interview prosecutors or defence lawyers.
Make sure you are clear about what is “on the record” - confirm in
advance how you may use their names (or not) and their
comments.
Remember:
In the close confines of court reporting, misusing your sources is a
very bad idea because as you will quickly find that you have no
one left to talk to.

A

hard news story is one that is timely and about events or
conflicts that just happened or are about to happen. Such
stories can include crimes, meetings, rallies and protests,
speeches by important or well known people, or testimony and
rulings in court cases. The hard news story is an account of what
happened, why it happened, and perhaps how readers or listeners
will be affected. Immediacy is the critical factor to hard news.
A story about an attack on a village would be a hard news story.

Remember that the more professionally you report, the more your
future sources will respect you, cooperate with you, and or even
seek your advice for comment.

Soft news

S

oft news stories are those that entertain and inform, but are
not necessarily timely. These stories emphasise human
interest and uniqueness of the subject. These are also called
feature stories and usually look at the people and issues behind
the news, such as the personal stories of those individuals and
communities affected by the news events. They are generally
more descriptive and emotive than hard news.
A story about how people's lives were changed by an attack on
their village and how they survived would be a feature.

Story structure: Hard News
Basic information goes in the top of the story
who, what, where,
when, why + how

details
quotes
facts
etc
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Structure of news stories

A

hard news story has a specific structure. In hard news, most
of the critical information is in the first and second sentences
or paragraphs. This information answers the following questions:
who, what, where, when, why, and sometimes, how.
Once this basic information is provided, more details follow in the
story. The story uses quotes and comments from participants,
witnesses or officials to fill out the story.
This structure is called an “inverted pyramid”. This name is
applied because the basic information -- the base of the pyramid - is at the top of the story, not the bottom.
Soft news stories are different, because they often start with a
specific detail, such as what happened on one particular day to
the subject of the story. The story then moves to a description of
how the subject of the story is an example of a larger problem.
The story can generally be described as a series of triangles or
circles, each of which are linked and related to the one before and
build to create a complete picture.
Feature stories can be about people, places and events, and will
often include descriptions, quotes and comments. Feature stories
can include comments from outside observers, experts,
academics, and government and legal officials, as well as the
subject or subjects of the story.

Story structure: Soft News
Story

detail

is a
quote(s)

series of
linked

link subject
to broader issue

details,
comments
and
quotes

supporting or contrasting
info/comments
other relevant info/comments
and explanations
conclude with
a strong quote or description
of what may happen next
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ôŀìēŗí

kłøŀĬĳíċîŃkîŃŎœíČŋłļĿùĊăľŋ

õîŌòėőãŒŇíĉŎĔĿíðĬĘĿíŏĊĿŅãŅōĊĸøĬ÷ľŋ
kôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíĽŎă

ŐŀīĽŎĜĄĿíŒĳôñŎĬěîŃŎœłøŌÿíōľŋ
ĲŔĻkĽōæĔńĿíŒńēĎĿíĶģîňĿíņŃõîĸŔŀĬ÷
kĺĿċŐŀīłøòŀİ÷



đîňĿíłŌĳàŎēņīôĜķŅãŅōĊĸøĬ÷ľŋ
ŅŎļ÷ŅãîŌŇäėņŃôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńŀĿ
kŁîńøŋŜĿóĎŔüŃ

łŀĔĿíōïĎĄĿíôĳîĄěĊŌĬŃ

ŒŇîüĿíàĐĀĿíņŔŔŇíĉŎĔĿíņŔŔĴĄĜŀĿŒŀńīľŔĿĉôĿíĊĬĿíôĿîăç

iàŒėľĻłļøĜķíŎňńĠ÷ŅãłļňļńœśŊŇãĂğíŎĿíņŃŊŇãśç

ņļńøĿíŅîńğŎŋôńļĄńĿíņīĎœčîĸ÷ĉíĊīçŒĳłŌńĿíàĐĀĿíō
ôŔńŋãĎüĻŗíõîŃŎŀĬńĿííŎĸøň÷ŅãņŃ
ŐĿçőĉæœĊķŁďŜĿíņŃĎüĻãàîĸøŇśíņļĿōiłŌŃĐŔĻĎøĿí
ōãôŔĠĸĿíŒĳĎģĊăãŐŀīŁďŜĿíņŃĎüĻãĐŔĻĎøĿîñłļŃîŌ÷í
Ďćŕí
ŐŀīõíŎňēĊĬòĳiôŇďíŎøŃłļĜĜķŅãņŃíōĊĻäø÷ŅãðĀœ
ľĀĔĿíŁŜīříľëîēōĎœčîĸ÷ľļĘ÷îŃî òĿîįôŔĠĸĿíàîŌøŇí
îŌĿôŔëîŌňĿíôĀŔøňĿíņīŁîĬĿíőãĎĿíŏĊĿĊŔăŎĿíŒĈœčîøĿí
îĠœãĹîňŋĊÿíŎøĿíņŃíōĊĻä÷iāîòĜĿíŒĳĩîĳĉĊŋîėùĊĄ÷íċç
ĎŌĨĿíĊĬñîŃóĎøĳŒĳłŌøŀìēãŅŎŃîĬĿíŅŎīĊńĿíāĎĤœîŃĊňī
ôœîŌŇŒĳîŇîŔăãŁĊĈøĔ÷aóĎńøĔŃôńĻîĄńĿídôŔŃîøĈĿíóčîòĬĿí
ôńĻîĄńĿíņŃíàĐÿŅŎğĎĬ÷łøňĻłļŇäñàíĎĸĿíĎŔĻČøĿĚĜĸĿí
Ģĸĳ
îŋōĎĻČø÷ŅãðĀœŏĎćãàîŔėãôĬĠñ
ĶëîĸĄĿîñíŎŃĐøĿí ±
ĎŔįõîŔĴŀĈĿíōôŔĳîğříľŔěîĴøĿíĎĻċŒĳġčŎøĿííŎòňĀ÷
ôœčōĎĠĿí
ðŇíŎÿľĻłœĊĸ÷ŐŀīĎĜøĸœłļŀńīłĻàíčáíŎĴŔĠ÷ś ±
ôńļĄńĿíŒĳĽîĸœîŃ
îŃĊňīōiðüĻņīŅíĉŎĔĿíôŔĠķôŔĿōĊĿíôĳîĄĜĿíĪñîøøē ±
ĪÿíĎńĻôœĎòĈĿíłļĜĜķŐĿçĎĨň÷ĊķôŔĤİøŀĿŒ÷ä÷
ôŃîŋ
íŎŃĊĈøĔ÷śªôňŔŌńĿíõîĴĜĿííŎòňĀ÷ōņœĊœîĄŃíŎŇŎĻ ±
ĲěŎĿaıĎĀĬøŃdōãņŔńŌøńĿíĲěŎĿaĭōíĎŃĎŌĨŃōċd
ņŔŃîĬĿíņŔīĊńĿí
ĵĎĳņŔñóĉîĄĿíõîėîĸňĿíōóîĠĸĿíľòķņŃĆŔñŎøĿí ±
ęîćľļĘñîĠœãĎĻČĿíĶĄøĔ÷ĊķņŔŃîĄńĿí

ôŀńøĄńĿíþëîøňĿíîŃōŒŌøňøēŐøŃōĊĬñîńŔĳùĊĄŔēőČĿí
ôŔēîēŗíıíĎģŗíĪŔńÿíōĉĊă

őČĿíņŃíŎĳĎĬ÷ŅãíŎĿōîăōôńļĄńĿíŒĿōæĔŃŐŀīíŎĳĎĬ÷
ŅäñŅōĎĬĘ÷îŃĊňīiõîŃŎŀĬŃōãĶëîûŎñłĻĊœōĐ÷ŒĳĊīîĔŔē
ŐŀīŒňòŃĎœĎĸ÷ôñîøĻíŎĿōîăõîŃŎŀĬńĿíņŃŒĴļœîŃłļœĊĿ
ôńļĄńĿíŒĳîŔĠŃãņŔŃŎœōãŁŎœ

ŒĴĄĜĿíĎœĎĸøĿíôñîøĻíōãĊñç
ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĳĊÿíŎøĿííŎĬŔĤøĔ÷ņĿîńñč
ĪķŎŃŐŀīõîńĻîĄńĿíĪŔńÿôĬñîøŃņļńńĿíņŃŅãśçiîŔĜĈė
ŅíŎňĬĿíŐŀīôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿí
Ŋ÷ĊŃĎŔćä÷ĪŃņļĿōĎėîòŃúñŒĳŒŋōWWWICCCPIINT
ôĸŔķĉņŔûŜû

ĊńøĬœĺĿċņļĿōiŅíĊŀòĿíŒĳĩîńøēśíõîĔŀÿĊĸīôńļĄńĿíĉŎ÷
ôĿíĊĬĿíôńĨŇãŅōîĬ÷ōĉŎŌĘĿíōņŔŃîĬĿíņŔīĊńĿíņŃãŐŀī
ôŔňģŎĿíņŃŗíō
ĂŀĤĜŃŎŋōa*NSITUdôńĻîĄŃłēíŉČŋľüŃŐŀīĶŀĤœ ō
łëíĎĀĿíöòļ÷číúŔăőãaŅîļńĿíŒĳdŒňĬœ
ĊğôńĻîĄńĿíāîøøĳíôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíõĉíčãôœíĊòĿíŒĳ
àîİĿçł÷ņļĿōŎİŇŎļĿíŒĳîĀŇîñŎĿđîŃŎ÷ŒĿŎİŇŎļĿíĉĎńøńĿí
ôŔňŃãıōîĈŃðòĔñôĤĈĿíŉČŋ
łœĊĸ÷ŎŋôńĻîĄńĿôŔĴĄĜĿíôŔĤİøĿíôñîøĻĊňīłŋŗíıĊŌĿí
ôìŔŋŁîŃãîŌīŎķōðĔĄñùíĊăŗíņīĐŔĄøŃĎŔįōĽĉîīĎœĎĸ÷
ôńļĄńĿí
ôīîķŒĳĪĸ÷ŒøĿíùíĊăŗíĒļīŅîńğŎŋĎòĻŗíőĊĄøĿíŅç
ĽĉîīōľŃîĻľļĘñôńļĄńĿí

ôŀìēã

čîòøīśíņŔĬñČćŘĿôŀìēã

óĎŔüŃôńļĄńĿíņīłļĜĜķŅŎŀĬĀ÷ĲŔĻ
kíĊÿôŔĴģîīŅŎļ÷ŅãŅōĉŁîńøŋŜĿ

ŏŎīĊĿôŔĴĄěôŔĤİøñłøńķŅãōĶòēľŋ
kŅíĉŎĔĿíŒĳôŔëîĠķ

ôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíôĿíĊīíŎăĎĘ÷ŅãłļňļńœĲŔĻ
ŒĳłļŔĬńøĔŃōłļëíĎĸĿôĿŎŌĔñôŔĿōĊĿí
ôĿíĊīŁîĨŇŐŀīŅōĉîøĬŃłŋîńňŔñŅíĉŎĔĿí
kĲŀøĈŃ

kôœčŎøēĊĿíôńļĄńĿíóčîœĐñłøńķľŋ
čŎĳčíĊñôěîĈĿíłĻîĄńĿíņīîìŔėŅŎĳĎĬ÷ľŋ
ņŃŗíĒŀĀŃčíĎķĊĬñôŃŎļĄĿíîŌ÷äĘŇãŒøĿí
ôńļĄńĿíŐĿçčŎĳčíĉŒĳôĿîĄĿíôĿîăèñŒĿōĊĿí
kôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
kôěîĈĿíłĻîĄńĿíàîĘŇçł÷ŊŇãŅŎňĨ÷íċîńĿ
kôŀĸøĔŃŅíĉŎĔĿíŒĳłĻîĄńĿíľŋ

łŀĔĿíōïĎĄĿíôĳîĄěĊŌĬŃ



ŒŇîüĿíàĐĀĿíņŔŔŇíĉŎĔĿíņŔŔĴĄĜŀĿŒŀńīľŔĿĉôĿíĊĬĿíôĿîăç

ôńĻîĄńŀĿôŔĤİøĿí
ęĎĄĿíĪŃiîŌñĉîŌĘøēśíŒĳŅŎòįĎ÷ĊķŒøĿíčĉîĜńĿííōĉĊă
łĻčĉîĜŃĪŃõŜñîĸŃíōĎÿãōŅďíŎøĿíŐŀīĥîĴĄĿíŐŀīîńëíĉ
ņļŃãŅçîĸòĔŃ

ŅŎļ÷ŅãłŌńĿíņŃiôŔĴĄěĎœčîĸ÷őŗôòĔňĿîñĽîĄĿíŎŋîńĻ
ŒēîēãĊŔĀĿíĎŔĠĄøĿíōôńĻîĄŃôŔĤİ÷àîňûãôĸŔķĉōôĿĉîī
ôŇďíŎøŃōôĸŔķĉōôĄğíōĚĜķôñîøļĿ

łļŇîļŃèñōiĉĊĄńĿíöķŎĿíľòķíĊŔĴŃî ķîŔēłļĿĎĳŎŔēĺĿČĳ
ĽŎĜĄŀĿłŌŔĿçĩŎÿĎĿíŐĿçŅŎÿîøĄ÷ĊķłļŇäñčĉîĜńĿíĭŜñç
îŃĂŔğŎ÷ōãiŁŎŔĿíùíĊăãŅäĘñłŌ÷îĸŔŀĬ÷Őŀī

ôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíîŌ÷čĊěãŒøĿíŁîŌ÷śíôĄëśņīôñîøļĿíĊňī
ùíĊăŗîñĶŀĬøœîńŔĳiŅíĉŎĔĿíŒĳłŌñŊòøĘńĿíĊğôŔĿōĊĿí
îŔŀĄŃľĬĴĿíĉčŒĳíōĎļĴ÷ŅãĊŔĀĿíņŃičŎĳčíĉŒĳöĬķōŒøĿí
ĲĘļ÷łĿņœČĿíĉíĎĳŗíĞĬñŒĳĺĿČĻíōĎļĴ÷ŅãōiîŔĿōĉō
łŌ÷îœŎŋ

ľŌĔĿíņŃōôŔĴĄěõíĎń÷æŃŅŎŃîĬĿíŅŎīĊńĿíĊĸĬœîŃíĎŔüĻō
ðēîňŃŅďíŎ÷ĶŔĸĄøĿņļĿōŉĊăōĺĿċđîēãŐŀīôĜķôñîøĻ
ŒĳîŌÿíčĉřłŋĎĨŇõîŌÿōíŎòŀģíōĩîĳĊĿíŒŃîĄŃĪŃíŎńŀļ÷
łļøĜķ
ôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĳôńļĄńĿíôīîķŒĳņŔŀüÀ ńŃîœîĄĠĿíŅŗō

óĎļĳŅèĳiłŌŔŀīŐīĊńĿíōņŔńŌøńĿíŐĿçôĳîğřîñiôŔĿōĊĿí
ŒĳŅãíōĎĻČ÷ōóĊŔÿóĎļĳî ĸòĔŃłŌŔŃîĄŃĪŃľěíŎøĿí
łŌøńĿíïíŎĀøēíĪŔĤøĔ÷ıíĎģãôûŜûôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿí
îœîĄĠĿíōàîīĉśíōĩîĳĊĿíŒŋĉŎŌėłœĊĸ÷ō
łļŇãîńñóĊœĊÿíĉíŎŃłļĜĜķņŔńĠ÷ņŃłļňļńŔēĺĿċľĻō
 ĠĳõîŇîŔñŐŀīŅŎŀĜĄ÷
ŒĳŁŎŔĿíõîœĎĀŃàíŎÿãōôĿĉŗíņīŜ
ôńļĄńĿí
îĸòĔŃóĊĬńĿíĉíŎńĿííŎĬÿíĎ÷ŅãíŎĔň÷śôĄŔĜŇ
ŁŎŔĿíùíĊăãōĶĳíŎø÷ōôĸŔķĉĽíĐ÷śîŌŇãņŃíōĊĻäøøĿ
ĉĊĄńĿí
î ĸòĔŃóĊĬńĿíĉíŎńĿíđîēãŐŀīíĎœĎĸ÷íŎòøļ÷śĎćáĎŔĻČ÷
îŃŎŋŉŎńøòøĻîŃŅãņŃĊĻäøĿíōãôńĻîĄńĿíčŎĠăŅōĉiĢĸĳ
ŜĬĳùĊă

ŅäñĽîüńĿíľŔòēŐŀīŅîĔŇříĵŎĸăõîīîńÿĞĬñāĎĜ÷
ŅŎŀńĄøœņœČĿíàśæŋśçłŌø÷śãôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŐŀī
ðŋČ÷ōiĽōĊĿíàîēåĎĻóĎŔĤĈĿíłëíĎĀĿíņīĎòĻŗíôŔĿōæĔńĿí
ôœčŎŌńÿņŃîĀŇîñŎĿđîŃŎ÷ľüŃõîŔĘŔŀŔńĿíóĉîķŅãŐĿç
îĔŔĿðŔėŎĻŒŀīĊœŎĀňĀĿíłŔīďōôŔģíĎĸńœĊĿíŎİŇŎļĿí
čŎĳčíĉŒĳŒĔŔëčľļĘñĲňĬĿíņīņŔĿōæĔńĿíîńŋĊăō
ïĐăŅçľñłŋĊăōņŔĿōæĔńĿííŎĔŔĿóĉîĸĿíčîòĻŅçŅŎĿŎĸœō
íċîńĿĞĬòĿíĽäĔœĺĿČĿōêģíŎøŃŊŀńĻäñŒňģŎĿíĎń÷æńĿí
kĢĸĳĉíĎĳãôĬĠñĐŔŔń÷
îŌŔĳĎŔļĴøĿíŒİòňœàîŔėãôĬĠñŒŀœîńŔĳ
śçiùĊĄŔēîńñæòňøĿíŐŀīņœčĉîķŅŎŇŎļ÷śĊķłļŇãņŔăŒĳ
ôŀńøĄńĿíþëîøňĿíĪķŎ÷łļŇîļŃèñŊŇã
ĪķŎŃŐŀīõĎĘŇŒøĿíĶëîûŎĿíłŔŔĸ÷ōĝíĎĬøēíłļŇîļŃèñîńĻ
íŎòøļ÷ŅãŐøăłļŇîļŃèñōîĸòĔŃôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿí
ņńĠøœŅãņļńńĿíņŃōĽōŗíŁŎŔĿíľòķłļøĜķņŃîĠĬñ
ôŔĠĸĿíŒĳôŔĔŔëĎĿíłŌøĿíŒĤİ÷õíĎĸĳĺĿċ

ŅíĊĸĴĿôĬœĎēôĸœĎģĩĎēãŎŋĶŔķĊĿíĎŔįŒĴĄĜĿíľĸňĿíŅç
ŒňŌńĿíłļŀòĸøĔńñčĎĠĿíĵîĄĿçōłļøŔķíĊĜŃ
ņļńœîĸòĔŃĉíŎńĿíĉíĊīçŅèĳiŅŎĿōæĔŃōŅŎńĨňŃłļŇãîńĿîģ
úŔĄñĎŔĜķöķōŒĳôĿŎĸĜŃõśîĸŃýîøŇèñłļĿĂńĔœŅã
ŅŎŇŎļ÷ōîŌŇōĊŌĘ÷ĊķŒøĿíùíĊăŗíôŔńŋãōłĀăĪŃðēîňø÷
î ŔĴĄěîŌŀĸňĿņœĊÿíŎøŃ
îĸòĔŃôñîøļĿííŎēčîń÷ŅãŒĳŅŎòįĎ÷Ċķ

Ľíæē
ŁîŔĸĿíŅŎĬŔĤøĔ÷őČĿíĶòĔńĿíĉíĊīříĩŎŇîŃ
ĊńăãôńĻîĄŃņŃĽōŗíŁŎŔĿíŅŎĤİ÷łøňĻíċçŊñ
kŅōčîŋ

íĊŔÿîŇîļŃôŔŀĄńĿíłĻîĄńĿíŅŎļ÷ĊĸĳiôŔŀĄŃôńļĄŃŒĳíōãĊñç
ôŔňģŎĿíôŔëîĠĸĿíõíàíĎÿříŐŀīōôŔŀĄńĿíôĿíĊĬĿíŐŀīıĎĬøŀĿ
ôŔĠķíōĎŔĈ÷ōŁŎģĎĈĿíŒĳôœčŎøēĊĿíôńļĄńĿíŐĿçíŎòŋċç
ŊķĎćł÷îńñčőČĿíŅŎŇîĸĿíĊœĊĄ÷ōîŌøĬñîøńĿ
 ĬĳîŌŔŀīľńĬĿíőĎĀœŅîĻôńĻîĄŃŐĿçłøŔ÷ãŅç
ŒĳíŎĴĘøĻíiŜ
îŃōŅŕíŐøăùĊăőČĿíîŃōiîŔĿîăĎń÷ľăíĎńĿíņŃôŀăĎŃőã



łŀĔĿíōïĎĄĿíôĳîĄěĊŌĬŃ

ĽōŗíàĐĀĿíņŔŔŇíĉŎĔĿíņŔŔĴĄĜŀĿŒŀńīľŔĿĉôĿíĊĬĿíôĿîăç

ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíņīĪÿíĎŃ
ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíĪķŎŃîńŔēśōiöŇĎøŇříôļòė
àĊòŀĿŅîļŃľĠĳãŎŌĳ<WWWICCCPINET>ôļòĘĿíŐŀī
óčĉîĜĿíôŔēîŔĔĿíôŔńŀĬĿíõśîĸńĿíōõŜĀńĿíŒĳõśîĸńĿí
õîĬŃîĀĿíņī
iŅîĔŇříĵŎĸăõîīîńÿiîœîĄĠĿíĪŃľńĬ÷ŒøĿíõîīŎńĀńĿí
ôĿíĊĬĿîñłøŌŃĚĈėľĻōiôŔĔňļĿíõîīîńĀĿíiŅŎŃîĄńĿí
ôŔĿōĊĿí
ŅîŃŎŔŋōôŔĿōĊĿíŎĴĬĿíôńĨňŃľüŃôŔķŎĸĄĿíõîńĨňńĿí
ĶŀĬø÷ĪŔğíŎŃņīôŀĜĴńĿíîŋĎœčîĸ÷ōĖ÷ōōĒøœíč
ôńļĄńĿîñ
ŒøĿíōŅŎŔŇŎŇîĸĿíŅŎòķíĎńĿíîŌìĘňœŒøĿíöŇĎøŇŗíĪķíŎŃ
ôŀńøĄŃčĉîĜŃàîńēãōôńŌŃõîĸŔŀĬ÷őŎĄ÷

±
±
±

±

±

îŌøŔĤİøñíŎŃŎĸ÷ĊķĚĜķ
číĎĸøēśíōņŔŔŀĄńĿíŅîļĔĿíŐŀīôńļĄńĿíõîĸŔĸĄ÷čîûá
ŒňģŎĿí
đîňĿíłœĊĸ÷ŅíĉŎĔĿíŒĳôĿíĊĬĿíŁîĨŇĪŔĤøĔœľŋ
kïĎăłëíĎÿïîļ÷číôńŌøñôńĻîĄńŀĿ
ôŔīĎėôŔŀĄŃïĎăłëíĎÿôńļĄŃĒŔēä÷ņļńńĿíņŃľŋ
kôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíĪŃĶŔĔňøĿîñľńĬøĿôŌœĐŇō
ĊĬñôœîĴļĿíŊŔĳîńñîœîĄĠĿíĞœŎĬ÷îŃŎœņļńńĿíņŃľŋ
ĞœŎĬøĿíĽĊĬĿíņŃľŋōkïĎĄĿíłëíĎÿðòĔñłŌ÷îŇîĬŃ
ĵōĊňĜĿíŐĿçłŌ÷îòŀĤñŅŎŃĊĸøœņœČĿíîœîĄĠĿíàśæŌĿ
śņœČĿíņœĎćŖĿĞœŎĬøĿíłøœśîńňŔñiŒŇîńìøēśí
kŊŇäĘñŅŎńŀĬœ

±
±
±
±

ĺĿČĻō
HTTPLISTSERVACSUBUFFALO+USTWATCHôĿíĊĬĿíôòķíĎŃ
EDUARCHIVESJUSTWATCHLHTML
WWWICCNOWORGôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíıŜøëí
WWWICTJORGôŔĿîĸøŇśíôĿíĊĬŀĿŒĿōĊĿíĐĻĎńĿí
WWWCIJORGôŔĿōĊĿíôĿíĊĬĿíľÿãņŃıŜøëśí
WWWIWPRNETłŀĔĿíōïĎĄĿíôĳîĄěĊŌĬŃ

łŀĔĿíōïĎĄĿíôĳîĄěĊŌĬŃ

±
±
±
±
±
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ĉŎŌėņŃņŔňûíľĸŇŒİòňœŊŇãŐĿçŅŎŃîĬĿíŅŎīĊńĿíčîėãúŔă
iłŌŔĿçöŌÿ ō õíĊœĊŌ÷ðòĔñõîŃîŌ÷śíîńīĉņœČĿíŒĔňĀĿíĲňĬĿí
íŎĠŃņŔŃîĬĿíņŔīĊńĿíŅãśçĺĿċŐŀīôńļĄńĿíłŀķĶĳíŎœłŀĳ
ĺĿċłįčîŃĊķ
iĽîăôœãŐŀīĉŎŌĘĿíľĸŇàîīĉśíŅãśçôńļĄńĿíłŀķþøăíĊķō
ŅãŒĳłŌňŃôòįčłŌ÷íĉîŌĘñíŎĿĉãîńñčĉŎŌĘĿíŅãņŃŐļøėíō
iôŔĠĸĿíņŃĉŎŌĘĿíôĿĉãġîĸēçŐĿçóîĠĸĿíîīĉîńŃiłŌŀĸŇłøœ
łŌøĿíġîĸēçŐŀīņŔŃîĬĿíņŔīĊńĿíĎòÿãō
ĺĿċŅãśçiłŌøĿíŊŔÿŎ÷ĊŔīãōĎŃŗíôœîŌŇŒĳıŜĈĿíľăł÷Ċķō
ôœîńĄĿíôĿäĔŃîŌŔŀīŅŎļ÷ĊķŒøĿíôñŎĬĜĿíĎŌĨœ

îœîĄĠŀĿāîńĔĿíôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíõčĎķĺĿČĿôĀŔøňĻō
îŃĊňīôœíĊòĿíČňŃłĻîĄńĿíŐŀīôğōĎĬńĿíîœîĠĸĿíŒĳôĻčîĘńĿîñ
łŌøńĿíôńĻîĄŃŐøăōľăíĎńĿíľļñíčōĎŃĶŔĸĄøĿíāîøøĳíłøœ
ņŔŔĬ÷óîĠĸĿíōãôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĿōæĔŃŅîļŃèñō
čîĘøĔńĿíðøļŃŐĿçłŌøĿîăçōãîœîĄĠĿíľŔüńøĿņŔŃîĄńĿí
01$%ĿľûîńŃðøļŃŎŋō01$7îœîĄĠŀĿŁîĬĿíŒŇŎŇîĸĿí
îœîĄĠĿíņīŅŎĬĳíĊœņœČĿíņŔŃîĄńĿíóĊīîĔńĿŊĔŔēä÷ł÷őČĿí
ņŔŔŇŎŇîķņŔŀüńńĻíŎŀńĬœŅã01$7ņŃŅŎŃîĄńĿíĪŔĤøĔœō
ŅäĘñóîĠĸĿíŁîŃãĽŎüńĿíłŌŇîļŃèñîńĻôńļĄńĿíŒĳîœîĄĠŀĿ
íōĊīîĔœŅãîĠœãłŌŇîļŃèñōiîœîĄĠĿíôĻčîĘńñôĸŀĬøńĿíľëîĔńĿí
łëîĸĿíŒŇŎŇîĸĿíĶœĎĴĿíņŃôŔĄğłīĉŒĳ

î ŔĿîăŅŎĘŔĬœčŎĳčíĉôŔĠķŒĳĉŎŌĘĿíōîœîĄĠĿíņŃĊœĊĬĿíō
íĊÿðĬěĎŃãłŌøŃŜēŅîńğōĉîĘ÷ŒĳņŔìÿŜĿíõîńŔĈŃŒĳ
ôńļĄńŀĿôòĔňĿîñ

ôœãŒĳōĹčîĘœŅãðĀœņŃĽŎăõśåîĔ÷ĹîňŋĽíĐ÷śŊŇãśç
ôŀăĎŃ

ôŔĴĄĜĿíôŔĿōæĔńĿí
ĉŎŌĘĿíôœîńăôēōčĊŃĎŔįôœčîòćçĎœčîĸ÷łœĊĸ÷ĝĎ ĬœĊķ
ôńļĄńĿíľòķņŃôŔńĄŃłŌ÷îœŎŋöŇîĻŅçĎĤĈŀĿîœîĄĠĿíō
ĺĿċŁíĎøăíņŔŔĴĄĜĿíŐŀĬĳôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí

ôŔĠĸĿíŒĳŎòŃîĻōãŎňœčŎŃŁîĬĿíŒīĊńĿíĎĻċŁîīŒĳ
ŒĳśçíŎĻčîĘœśãîœîĄĠĿíŐŀīŅãîĀŇîñŎĿđîŃŎ÷ĊğôīŎĳĎńĿí
 ëîķiîŔĜĈėłŌŔŀīłŌĿîńīãõĎûãņœČĿíņŔńŌøńĿíôńĻîĄŃ
ŅçŜ
íŎĠĳčóîĠĸĿíņļĿōĎĤĈŀĿõîĸŔĸĄøĿíĝĎ Ĭ÷ĊķĪēōãôĻčîĘŃ
ŊĀĀă

ŊŔŀīŒňĀńĿíłēíĎĻČ÷śôńļĄńĿíĶëîûōņŃôĸŔûōöŇîĻŅçō
ĺĿČĳłēśíŅîļŃĎŌĨ÷ïŎĀĄŃôńŀĻöŇîĻōĊŋîĘĿíōã
ĎĘňĿíōãúòŀĿĒŔĿŊŇãōłēśíıČăł÷ŊŇãŒňĬœ

łŌøńĿíĶăŐŀīîœîĄĠĿíĵŎĸăĎûæ÷śãŅîńğóîĠĸĿíľńīŅç
ôĿĉîīôńĻîĄŃŐŀīĽŎĜĄĿíŒĳ
ôŔŇîûôńĻîĄŃôñîüńñłŋîœîĄĠĿíŅçĩîĳĊĿíŎŃîĄŃĽŎĸœō

ŅèĳiôŃŎøĈŃŁîŌ÷íôĄëśčíĊěçĽîăŒĳĂŔĄěŊĔĴŇàŒĘĿíō
ŅãĊœĎœśàîīĉśíŅãŒňĬœĺĿċŅèĳôŃŎøĈŃŁîŌ÷íôĄëśõčĊě
łŌĿîĸøīśŐĬĔœņœČĿíłŋņŃđîňĿíıĎĬœ

îœîĄĠĿíõîĠœŎĬ÷
ĶœĎģņīõîĠœŎĬøĿîñôòĿîĤńĿíî ĠœãîœîĄĠŀĿņļńńĿíņŃ
îœîĄĠŀĿŒŇîńìøēśíĵōĊňĜĿí
ôŀŔēŎĻîœîĄĠŀĿŒŇîńìøēśíĵōĊňĜĿíôńļĄńĿíõäĘŇãĊĸĿ
ðĔĻľòēōłŌĿďîňŃōłŋàîòăãíōĊĸĳņœČĿíĺìĿōãĞœŎĬøĿ
łŌğŎĬœŅãņļńńĿíņŃōłŌŇíĊŀñŒĳĩíĐňĿíàîňûãłŌĘŔī
ôŔĔĴňĿíôŔòĤĿíõíčîĘøēŜĿĪĳĊœŅãōłŌ÷îļŀøńŃņīĵōĊňĜĿí
ņļńńĿíņŃŊŇãîńĻióĎŃĊńĿíŏĎĸĿíàîňñóĉîīçŒĳĊīîĔœŅãōã
ôńļĄńĿíîŌñĎŃä÷ŒøĿíõîĠœŎĬøĿíĪĳĊĿîĠœãĵōĊňĜĿíŁíĊĈøēí
ĪĳĊĿíłŌøńĿíŅîļŃèñŅŎļœśîŃĊňī
îœîĄĠĿíĪĀĘœŊŇãśçĉíĎĳŘĿóĎėîòŃĪĳĊœŅãĵōĊňĜŀĿņļńœō
čĊĜŃōiõîĠœŎĬøĿíŐŀīĽŎĜĄŀĿõîīŎńĀŃŒĳĪńĀøĿíŐŀī
ôŔĿōĊĿíõîńĨňńĿíōãõîĔēæńĿíōõîŃŎļĄĿíĵōĊňĜĿíĽíŎŃã
ôěîĈĿíôĄŇîńĿíõîŌĀĿíō
ĎĨøňŇîňĿďîŃōiľńĬĿíņŃŐĿōŗíŊŀăíĎŃŒĳŒŇîńìøēśíĵōĊňĜĿí
ŒŀńĬĿíŏŎøĔńĿíŐŀīî ĄÿîŇŅŎļŔēłĻŏĎňĿ



ðŀĤñíŎŃĊĸøœŅãłŌŔŀīôĻčîĘńĿíņŃîœîĄĠĿíņļńøœŅãľòķ
ôńļĄńĿíıĎøĬ÷ŒļĿîœîĄğôĴěŐŀīíŎŀĜĄŔĿôńļĄńŀĿ
íŎøòüœŅãłŌŔŀīôĻčîĘńĿíľÿãņŃōîœîĄĠĻłŌĸăōłŌøŔīĎĘñ
ôńĻîĄńŀĿľûîńĿíĚĈĘĿíōłŌñĶĄĿőČĿíčĎĠĿíņŔñôŀěĉŎÿō

ĉŎŌĘĿíōîœîĄĠĿíôœîńă
ĉŎŌĘĿíōîœîĄĠĿíóĊăōôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíõäĘŇãĊĸĿ
ôńļĄńĿíŁîŃãŅŎŀüńœņœČĿíàśæŌĿôŃďŜĿíôŔňŃŗíõîòŔ÷ĎøĿíċîĈ÷ś

 ĠĳõíàíĎÿříŒĳŅŎĻčîĘœōã
ŅŎğĎĬøœņœČĿíņœĎćŕíņīŜ
ĉŎŌĘĿíîŌñŐĿĉãŒøĿíóĉîŌĘĿíðòĔñĎĤĈŀĿ
ôńļĄńŀĿôòĔňĿîñóĊĸĬŃōôòĬěîœîĄĠĿíôœîńăöŇîĻĊķō
ŎİŇŎļĿíŒĳîœîĠĸĿĎŔòĻĎŔćä÷ŒĳöòòĔ÷ōiôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
ŅãśçiĉŎŌĘĿíōîœîĄĠŀĿĎòĻãôœîńăņŔŃäøñàîīĉśíðįĎœō
ôńļĄńĿíľĀĔńñĢò÷Ď÷ĉŎŌĘĿíôœîńăôŔĿōæĔŃ
ôœčíĉříľëîĔńĿíĪŃľŃîĬøœôńļĄńŀĿîĬñî÷îīíčċľüńœľĀĔńĿíō
ôńļĄńŀĿôŃîĬĿíõîŔŀńĬĿíō
ŒĳŒĔňĀĿíĲňĬĿîñņŔøńŌ÷ġîĸēç¡čîœãŒĳł÷Ċķō
ĩíĐŇðòĔñôŔĿŎİŇŎļĿíõîŔĘŔŀŔńŀĿņœĊëîķĊğôīŎĳĎńĿíôŔĠĸĿí
ĉŎŌĘĿíôœîńăĽŎăŒŀćíĉ
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ôòĔňĿîñôŔńŋŗíõíċõîīŎğŎńĿí
ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒŔĴĄĜĿ

ĎŔĘòĿíĽŎăŒĸœĎĳříĉîĄ÷śíōôŔñĎĬĿíĽōĊĿíôĬŃîÿöĴøĿíĊķō
ôŔĸœĎĳříŅíĊŀòĿíņŃĊœĊĬĿíŅãņŃłįĎĿíŐŀīiłīĊĿíŊĿîŃĊķō
ŒēîēŗíîŃōčŁîĨŇŐŀīöĬķōĊķ
óĉîñřîñĎŔĘòĿíŁîŌ÷íŅãŐĿçôŔĸœĎĳříŅíĊŀòĿíĞĬñĎŔĘ÷ō
ŐŀīĢĸĳĒŔĿōióčîĸĿíčíĎĸøēíŐŀīíĎĤćľļĘœĊķôŔīîńĀĿí
ŅíĉŎĔĿíŒĳŁŜĔĿí
ņīôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŐŀĈø÷ŅãðĀœŊŇçŅōĎćáĽŎĸœ
ôñĎğŐĿçŁŜĔĿíõîķîĴ÷íĝĎĬø÷śãŅîńĠĿĽîĸøīśíĎŃíōã
ôńěîķ
óĊŔÿôĜķľļĘœôĿíĊĬĿíľñîĸŃŁŜĔĿíĩŎğŎŃĽŎăĽĊĀĿí
ôŔĿōĊĿíôĿíĊĬĿíîœîĠķŒĤİœŒĴĄěőŗôòĔňĿîñ

îœîĄĠĿíôĻčîĘŃ
ôĻčîĘńĿíŒĳïĎĄĿíłëíĎÿîœîĄĠĿŒēîēŗíîŃōčŁîĨŇĂńĔœ
ôńļĄńĿíŁîŃãŏŎīĊĿíľăíĎŃĪŔńÿŒĳ
ôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄŃıĊŌĿôòĔňĿîñôŔēîēãîœîĄĠĿíôĻčîĘŃŅç
ŁŜĔĿíŐŀīőŎķĎŔûä÷ŐŀīĽŎĜĄĿíŒĳľüńøńĿíôŔĿōĊĿí
îŌŔĳĹčîĘ÷ŒøĿíŅíĊŀòĿíŒĳĽŎĄøĿíō
ôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĳłŌ÷íĉîŌĘñíŎĿĉãņœČĿíĉŎŌĘĿíîļėĊĸĿ
ņŃóĊŔĬñîŔŇíĐň÷ŒĳîėōčãŒĳôńļĄńĿíŅãņŃíĊŇíōĎĿôŔĿōĊĿí
ôñŎĬěŅōĊĀœŅŎœĉîĬĿíđîňĿíōiłëíĎĀĿíïîļ÷číł÷úŔăíĊŇíōč
ŅãņŃî ĠœãîœîĄĠĿíîļėîńĻiôńļĄńĿíŒĳùíĊăŗíôòĻíŎŃŒĳ
ôńļĄńĿíŒĳłŌ÷íĉîŌĘñíŎĿĉãŅçśçĪńĔ÷ŅãņļńœśłŌ÷íŎěã
ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí

ôńļĄńĿíņīčĊĜ÷ŒøĿíôńŔĨĬĿíĚĜĸĿíņŃĎŔüļĿíĹîňŋ
ņīčĊĜ÷ŒøĿíôŃîŌĿíôœĎòĈĿíĚĜĸĿíņŃĎŔüļĿíĹîňŋ
ĊķŒøĿíõîīŎğŎńĿíĞĬñłļŔĿçōiôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿí
îŌňīôñîøļĿíŒĳŅŎòįĎ÷
łŌñŊòøĘńĿíŐŀīĞòĸĿíàîĸĿç
ĊœĊĄøĿîŌñôěîćôģĎėóŎķôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŏĊĿĒŔĿ
õîĤŀĔĿíŐŀīĊńøĬ÷îńŇçōiłŌĿîĸøīíōłŌñŊòøĘńĿíŅîļŃ
őîŋśŐĿçłŌĿîēčçōłŌñŊòøĘńĿíĽîĸøīśôŔňģŎĿí
ŒøĿíĽōĊĿíŐŀīôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíĊńøĬ÷ĺĿČĿôĀŔøňĻ
õśîĸøīśíČŔĴňøĿôńļĄńĿíŐĿçöńĠŇí

àîĸĿçĎŃãôœĊňįōŗíôŃŎļĄĿíŐĿçĉŎĬœĽîüńĿíľŔòēŐŀīō
õčĊěãņœČĿíôŃōîĸńŀĿïĎĿíĖŔÿóĉîķčîòĻŐŀīĞòĸĿí
ŁîīŁîŌ÷íĂëíŎĿłŌĸĄñôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿí
ŎİŇŎļĿíŒĳîòŃíčîįôĸĤňŃŒĳŅōĊÿíŎøŃîŔĿîăŅōĉĎńøńĿíō
łŃŗíõíŎķņŃóĊīîĔńĿíôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíöòŀģĊķō
ĖŔĀĿíņŃĺĿČĻōĹîňŋóĊÿíŎøńĿíŁŜĔĿíĦĴĄĿóĊĄøńĿí
ŅíĉŎĔĿíïŎňÿŒĳõíŎĸĿíņŃōŒĿŎİŇŎļĿí
ĊīíŎķ¡ŁîīĽōŗíŅŎŇîĻŒĳőĊňįōŗíĖŔĀĿíłÿîŋĊķō
śçiôŔģíĎķŎńœĊĿíŎİŇŎļĿíôœčŎŌńÿŒĳôŃōîĸńŀĿïĎĿíĖŔÿ
ōãôŃōîĸńŀĿïĎĿíĖŔÿŐŀīĞòĸĿíōãľøķŒĳöŀĘĳîŌŇã
Ŋëîńīď
ôńļĄńĿíęîĜøćîñıĎøĬœśŊŇŗíĊŔĸĬ÷ĎüĻãŎŌĳŅíĉŎĔĿíîŃã
ôŔķĎ÷ŅōčîŋĂňŃĊķōičŎĳčíĉŒĳłëíĎĀĿíŐŀīôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
ŐĿçłŌñŊòøĘńĿíłŔŀĔ÷ŁĊĬñĊŌĬ÷ōiŊŔĿçŁîŌ÷śíŊŔÿŎ÷ĊĬñ
íĊñãôńļĄńĿí

Ľíæē

Ľíæē

îœîĄĠŀĿĂńĔœ ŅãŒİòňœŊŇãŐŀīŅŎĸĳíŎ÷ľŋ
kôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíîœîĠķŒĳôĻčîĘńĿîñ

ŐĿçĉŎĸ÷ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíôĿíĊīľŋ
kľĻîĘńĿíņŃĊœĐńĿíĶŀĈ÷ŁãŁŜĔĿíĶŔĸĄ÷

Ľíæē
ľûîńĿíĚĈĘĿíŅãîńļăŒňĬ÷ôŔĄğôńŀĻľŋ
kðŇČŃôńĻîĄńĿíŒĳ

łŀĔĿíōïĎĄĿíôĳîĄěĊŌĬŃ
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îœîĄĠĿíĞĬñõîœŎŋàîĴćçŅãŐĿçàîīĉśíŎŀüńŃĎŔĘœō
ĝĎĬøœĞĬòĿîĳiłŌøœîńăŅîńĠĿőčōĎğĎŃãĉŎŌĘĿíō
ôńļĄńĿíŁîŃãóĉîŌĘĿîñàśĉříĽŜćņŃóĎŔòĻôŔĜĈėĎģîĈńĿ
ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
àĊñľòķĩîĳĊĿíŁîŃãĉíĎĳŗíàśæŋôœŎŋņīĲĘļĿíłøœıŎēō
ĽîăŒĳčŎŌńĀĿíņīôŔĴĈŃŐĸò÷ĊķîŌŇãśçióĎėîòŃôńĻîĄńĿí
óčōĎĠĿí

óîĠĸĿí
ŅŎńĔĸňœîŔğîķĎĘīôŔŇîńûôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíłĠ÷
óĎëíĊĿíóîĠķōôœĊŔŌńøĿíóĎëíĊĿíóîĠķõîīŎńĀŃùŜûŐĿç
ıîňìøēśíóĎëíĉóîĠķōôŔëíĊøñśí
ŒĳĶĄĿíôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĳàîĠīŗíĽōĊĿíņŃľļĿ
ıíĎģŗíĽōĊĿíôŔĬńÿĶœĎģņīõîñîĈøŇŜĿņŔĄėĎŃôŔńĔ÷
ľŔüńøĿíŅîńĠĿíĊĸĬŃîŃîĨŇôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŁĊĈøĔ÷ō
ôńļĄńĿíŒĳŒńŔŀķří
ľëîēōņŃŁîńøŋśíôŔòĿîįôœĊŔŌńøĿíóĎëíĊĿíóîĠķŐĸŀøœ
ŁãðÿŎøœŅîĻíċçîŃŅōčĎĸœōôĿĉŗíŒĳŅōĎĨňœłŌŇŗiŁŜīří
ôńĻîĄńŀĿŅŎŃĊĸŔēņœČĿíĺìĿōãĶĄñĽîĸøīíõíĎĻČŃčíĊěçś
À
číĊěçōðŔėŎĻōŅōčîŋĊğàîīĉśíôĿĉãĉîńøīíłŌķĎİøēíĊĸĿ
ĒŔëĎĿíŁîŌ÷íčíĎķçņļĿōiĎŌėãôûŜûîńŌĸĄñĽîĸøīíóĎĻČŃ
ĽŎģãóĊŃłŌķĎİøēíĊķĎŔĘòĿí

ņŔĀøĄŃíŎćĎěôńļĄńĿíôīîķŒĳņŔÿĎĴøńĿíŅçĽîķĊķō
iôńĻîĄńĿíĊŔķíŎŇîĻņœČĿíņŔńŌøńĿíàśæŌĿîœîĄğíŎŇîĻłŌŇäñ
ôēíĎĄĿíŐĿçĩîĳĊĿíŒŃîĄŃņŃŉåŜŃďōíĎœĎñýîøăíôœíĊòĿíŒĳō
łŌĴĜœŅîĻčŎŌńĀĿíŅŗŁŜĔñôńļĄńĿíôīîķņŃýōĎĈŀĿ
aôŔīîńĀĿíóĉîñřídŒòļ÷Ďńñ
ľŃîĬøĿíîĠœãôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĳĩîĳĊĿíŒŃîĄŃŐŀī
ŐøăņŔòŇČńĻņŔńŌøńĿíčîŌħřĩĎŌ÷ŒøĿíŁŜīříľëîēōĪŃ
łŌøńĻîĄŃłø÷Ņãľòķ
ôŔĴĄĜĿíõíĎń÷æńĿíŐŀīĉîńøīśííŎòňĀøœŅãņŔŔĴĄĜĿíŐŀīō
ņŔĿĊøĬŃàîĸòĿíłŌŔŀīĢĸĳĩîĳĊĿíōãàîīĉśíîŃçîŋĊĸĬœŒøĿí
àíŎēĊăŐŀīĩîĳĊĿíōàîīĉśíņŃľĻàíčáĒļīō
ŒŃîĄŃľÿãņŃłīĉĶœĎĳôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíõäĘŇãĊĸĿ
01$%ĩîĳĊŀĿŁîĬĿíčîĘøĔńĿíðøļŃŐńĔœĩîĳĊĿí
łŋĊăōŅŎŃîĬĿíŅŎīĊńĿíŅîĻi01$%ĿíàîĘŇçłøœŅãľòķ
ņŔĻčî÷iîœîĠĸĿíōõîĸŔĸĄøĿíĪŔńÿŐŀīıíĎėřîñņŔŔňĬŃ
ĪēōãŒīōŅōĉłŋĊăōŅŎŀńĬœņŔœĉĎĴĿíĩîĳĊĿíŒŃîĄŃ
ŏĎćŗíîœîĠĸĿîñ
ņŔœĉĎĴĿíĩîĳĊĿíŒŃîĄńĿłīĊĿí01$%ĿíðøļŃĎĳŎœō
ôńļĄńĿíîœîĠķŐŀīãĎĤ÷ŒøĿíõíčŎĤøĿíŐŀīłŌīŜģř
ĎŔĠĄøĿíŒĳłŋĊŔĴ÷ŅãîŌŇäėņŃŒøĿíŏĎćŗíôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
łŋîœîĠĸĿ
čŎĳĩîĳĊĿíĂĿîĜŃņīúĄòĿíŒŋôŃîĬĿíðøļńĿíôœśōöŇîĻō
õîĸŔĸĄøĿíóĎėîòŃ
ŅŎŀńĬœņœČĿíĩîĳĊĿíŒŃîĄŃĶŀĸœĎćáŁîīĎŃãĹîňŋŅîĻō
ĶëîûŎĿíņŃĊœĊĬĿíŅãĺĿċiôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĳ
öĄĔŃĆœčíŎ÷ōàîńēãőŎĄ÷ŅŎŃîĬĿíŅŎīĊńĿíîŋĎĳŎœŒøĿí
¯ïŎĀĄŃ°óčîòĬñîŌňīĞŔĬøēíō

ŒŀńīðœčĊ÷
ĎŃãčíĊěèñŁîĬĿíŒīĊńĿíôòĿîĤŃŒĳíōĎĨŇí
ŅōčîŌĿŁîŌ÷śíĂëíŎĿōĎŔĘòĿíĶĄñĽîĸøīí
ðŔĘķō
ŅãŐĿçŁîĬĿíŒīĊńĿíóčîėçņīôĜķíŎòøĻí
łŌøŃĊĈøēíōôĄŀēŗîñĊœŎĀňĀĿíõĉōďôŃŎļĄĿí
îŌňīôñîŔňĿîñĽîøķóŎĸĻ

Ľíæē
ľüŃċîĈ÷íŒĳĶăŐŀīôńļĄńĿíŅãŅōĊĸøĬ÷ľŋ
ŐŀīŅŎĸĳíŎ÷ľŋōĉŎŌĘĿíôœîńĄĿõíàíĎÿříŉČŋ
kłŌ÷íĉîŌĘñíŎĿĉãíċçĎĤćŒĳŅŎŇŎļœĊķłŌŇã
Ľíæē
ĎŔĠĄ÷ĩîĳĊĿíŒŃîĄŃņŃðŀ Ĥœ ŅãĽĊĬĿíņŃľŋ
ôňŔĬńĿí ùíĊăŗí ŅŎĳĎĬœ ś îŃĊňī łŋîœîĠķ
ľòķ ņŃ óčŎĻČńĿí ņĻîŃŗíō đîňĿíō ĪķíŎńĿíō
kàîīĉśí
Ľíæē
ľòķņŃôœîńĄĿíŐĿçĉŎŌĘĿíōîœîĄĠĿíýîøĄœľŋ
kĩîĳĊĿí

¢

łŀĔĿíōïĎĄĿíôĳîĄěĊŌĬŃ
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ĊĬñîŌñîļ÷číŏĎÿŒøĿíîœîĠĸĿíŅäėŒĳśçôńĻîĄńĿíō
iôńĻîĄŃōãiŒĳĶŔĸĄøĿíĪŔĤøĔ÷śîŌŇãőãiîŌĔŔēä÷ł÷îŃĊňī
ĆœčîøĿíĺĿċľòķîŌñîļ÷číł÷ŒøĿíłëíĎĀĿí

ôńļĄńĿíłŔĨň÷

ôįčîĳöŇîĻõîĻĎĄøĿíŉČŋŅãŐĿçŅîĔŇříĵŎĸăõîīîńÿõčîėã
iîœîĠĸĿíŒĳöòĿíŐŀīîŌ÷čĊķōôŃŎļĄĿíĉíĊĬøēíõîòûřŐĬĔ÷
ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíęîĜøćíŒĳņĬĤŀĿŐĬĔ÷îńĻ
ôńļĄńĿíŐĿçîœîĠĸĿíîŌĿŜćņŃľĜ÷ŒøĿíôüĿîüĿíôĸœĎĤĿíîŃã
ŒĳôńļĄńĿíŒĳņŔŃîĬĿíņŔīĊńĿíĩōĎėŒŌĳôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
ôĸĳíŎŃŐĿçŅŎÿîøĄœĺĿČñŁîŔĸŀĿņļĿōiłŌĔĴŇäñĶŔĸĄøĿí
óîĠĸĿí

ŁîĬĿíŒīĊńĿí
ŁîīĩĊńĻĩîńÿřîñðĈøŇíņŔøňÿčŗíņŃŎòŃîĻōãŎňœčŎŃĒœŎĿ
ĉŎĔňñŎ÷îĳŎŋőČŔĴňøĿíŁîĬĿíŒīĊńĿíðëîŇōiŁîīŒĳ
îŔòŃîįņŃ

iôŔŇîĔŇříĊğłëíĎĀŀĿôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíĲœĎĬ÷ľńĘœ
ôŔīîńĀĿíóĉîñříōĉîòĬøēśíōðœČĬøĿíōïîĜøįśí

ŅãśçiĶŔĸĄøŀĿŁîĬĿíŒīĊńŀĿðëîŇĹîňŋŅŎļœŅãĺĿČĻŒİòňœ
ýĎŔēčĉîįîŃĊňīŁîīľëíōãČňŃíĎįîėŒĸñðĜňńĿííČŋ
ĽàîĔø÷ōŅîňòĿŒĳôŔēîŔĔĿíõśîŔøįśíŒĳĶŔĸĄøŀĿĐ÷ĎŔŃíĎñ
ĎŔĘ÷ōðĜňńĿííČŋľİėŁĊīðòēņīŅîĔŇříĵŎĸăõîīîńÿ
ĶŔĸĄøĿíĽîńīãŐŀīĎûãĺĿċŅãŐĿç

ïîĜøįśíōôœĉĎĴĿíĽîĬĳŗíŅãŐĿçŒēîēŗíîŃōčŁîĨŇĎŔĘœō
őĎĔĸĿíľńĄĿíōãàîİòĿíŐŀīŉíĎĻříōãŒĔňĀĿíĉîòĬøēśíō
ŒĔňĀĿíĲňĬĿíĽîļėãņŃĎćáľļėőãōiőĎĔĸĿíłŔĸĬøĿíō
ņļńœôŔŀćíĊĿíōãôŔĿōĊĿíôĄŀĔńĿíõîīíĐňĿíĽŜćùĊĄ÷ŒøĿí
ïĎăłëíĎÿîŌĴěŎñîŌøńĻîĄŃ

ņŃĎćáàĐÿőãņīľĸøĔŃľļĘñŅŎŃîĬĿíŅŎīĊńĿíľńĬœ
õîĸăŜńĿíōõîĸŔĸĄøĿíàíĎÿçņīŅŎĿōæĔŃłŋōôńļĄńĿíàíĐÿã
ôŔëîĠĸĿí

ņŃŅäñŒĔňĀĿíĲňĬĿíōïîĜøįŜĿôńļĄńĿíĲœĎĬ÷Ďĸœō
îĠœãïîĜøįŜĿîœîĄğŅîŔøĴĿíōĽîÿĎĿíĪĸœŅãņļńńĿí

ĩîĳĊĿí
ôńļĄńĿíņīľĸøĔŃľļĘñîĠœãĩîĳĊĿíŎŃîĄŃľńĬœ
ĊĬœōłëíĎĀĿíïîļ÷čîñņŔńŌøńĿíęîĈėŗíņīŅŎĬĳíĊœłŋō
Ê
đîňĿíôŃîīŅèĳiĺĿċĪŃłŌøŇíĉçöòü÷ŅãŐĿçņŔìœĎñŅŎńŌøńĿí
îĳíĎģãíŎŇîĻîŃçàśæŋņŃĞĬñōņŔòŇČŃłŌŇōĎòøĬœîŃîòĿîį
ŒĳîŌňīíŎĬńēōãŅŎœĐĴŀøĿíŐŀīîŋōĊŋîėōãiõîīíĎĜĿíŒĳ
ôīíċří

ôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíïîĔĄĿîŔĿîăľńĬœíĎœĎñŊŔœĊœĉŒŃîĄńĿí
ĲňĬĿíôēčîńńñņŔńŌøńĿíęîĈėŗíóĎŃľü ŃĊķōôŔĿōĊĿí
ïčîĸœîŃ¢¢ŁîīŒĳőĊŇōčŎñŒĳŒĔ÷ŎøĿíōŎ÷ŎŌĿíĊğ
î ńŔīďŎ÷ŎŌĿíĊăãïîĈøŇíł÷ŅãĊĬñíŎŀøķĚĈėĲĿãôëîńûŜû
íĎœĎñĂòěãĊķōĉŜòĿíŒĳôŔģíĎĸńœĉõîñîĈøŇíĽōãðĸī
ôŔŇŎŇîĸĿíóĊīîĔńĿíņŔŃäøĿóĊĄøńĿíłŃŗíþŃîŇĎñŒĳîĻčîĘŃ
ĲňĬĿíĽîńīãłŔĨňøñņŔńŌøńŀĿ
Ľíæē
ôńļĄńĿí î ŔĴĄě ŒŇíĉŎĔĿí ŁŜīří ŁĊķ ĲŔĻ
kôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí

ôŔīîńĀĿíóĉîñříōôŔŇîĔŇříĊğłëíĎĀĿíōïĎĄĿíłëíĎÿ

ôīŎńĀńĿŒëĐĀĿíōãŒŀļĿíĎŔŃĊøĿíĊĜĸñðļ÷Ď÷ŒøĿíĽîĬĳŗíŅç
łø÷ŅãņļńœņœĊĿíōãŅŎŀĿíōãĵĎĬĿíđîēãŐŀīęîĈėŗíņŃ
ôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĳôŔīîńÿóĉîñçîŌøĴĜñîŌŔŀīôńĻîĄńĿí
ŒŀĸīōãőĊĔÿŏċäñðòĔøĿíōľøĸĿíľńĘ÷ŉČŋōôŔĿōĊĿí
čîŃĊĿíŐĿçîńøăőĉæøēıōĎħŒĳĖŔĬĿíŐŀīčîòÿříōiĎŔĤć
őĎĔĸĿíľŔăĎøĿíōőĉîńĿí
ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĳŅŎŃîĬĿíŅŎīĊńĿíðŀģîŃĊňī
ŒŇíĉŎĔĿíĒŔëĎĿíĶĄñŁîŌ÷íôĄëśčíĊěçóîĠĸĿíņŃíĎćæŃ
óĉîñříðļ÷číĎŔĘòĿíŅãŐŀīôĿĉãłŌœĊĿŅãíŎńīďiĎŔĘòĿíĎńī
ïîĜøįíôŀńăĽŜćņŃîŔëĐÿĺĿČñŁîķōičŎĳčíĉŒĳôŔīîńĀĿí
ôŔīîńĀĿíóĉíčříĎŔŃĊ÷ōđîňĿíĪœōĎ÷ŐĿçıĊŌ÷
ŒĔňĀĿíĲňĬĿíłëíĎÿôńĻîĄŃĶœĎģŒĳôńŌŃóŎĤćŉČŋō
ŅãŒĳŅîĔŇříĵŎĸăõîīŎńĀŃľŃä÷ōiôŔĿōĊĿíłĻîĄńĿíŒĳ
ôńœĎĀĿíŐĿçôŔňģŎĿíłĻîĄńĿíóĎĨŇôŔĴŔĻŐŀīĺĿċĎûæœ
ŁíĊĈøēíôńŌ÷ðŔėŎĻōŅōčîŋŅîŔŇíĉŎĔĿíŅîńŌøńĿíŊÿíŎœō
ùíĊăäñĶŀĬøœîńŔĳôŔŇîĔŇříĊğïĎăôńœĎĀĻïîĜøįśí
ĎŔĘòĿíĎńīĒŔëĎĿííĎćæŃîńŌŔĿçłğōčŎĳčíĉ
ŅōčîŋŐĿçŁîŌ÷śíôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíöŌÿōŅãĊĬñō
ŏĎœōôŔŇîĔŇříŅōæĘŀĿôĿōĉĎœďōðĜňŃŐĿçŊøŔķĎ÷öń÷
 ōæĔŃôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĳłŌøŃŅŎļœŅãŅŎĸŀĬńĿí
ś
ņŃîĸòĔŃłŋĉĎėņœČĿíîœîĄĠŀĿõíĊīîĔńĿíĽŎěōłŔĨň÷ņī
ôńļĄńĿíŊÿōŐŀīŏĎòĻôĬĴěiõîńŔĈńĿíŒĳíŎĘŔĬŔĿłŋčîœĉ
ĶŔĸĄøĿíôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíĪŔĤøĔ÷śôĨăŜŃ

łŀĔĿíōïĎĄĿíôĳîĄěĊŌĬŃ

¡
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ıíĎģŗíĽōĊĿíôŔĬńÿ

óĊĄøńĿíõîœśŎĿíıōîĈŃ

ðëîŇōņŔŃîĬĿíņŔīĊńĿíōóîĠĸĿíıíĎģŗíĽōĊĿíôŔĬńÿðĈøň÷
ŒĳíĎİĀĿíĪœďŎøĿíŅîńğŐĿçŐĬĔ÷ōiôńļĄńĿíŒĳŁîĬĿíŒīĊńĿí
ôŔĔŔëĎĿíôŔŇŎŇîĸĿíłĿîĬĿíłĨňĿŒĳîļĿíľŔüńøĿíōĽĉîĬĿí

öķîīãôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńŀĿóĊĄøńĿíõîœśŎĿíôğčîĬŃŅç
ôńļĄńĿíŐĿçĽōĊĿíņŃĊœĐńĿíŁîńĠŇíôŔŀńīĎŔòĻľļĘñ

ĉŎŌÿĽČñł÷ĊķōĊăíōõŎěôĻčîĘńĿíĽōĊĿíņŃôĿōĉľļĿ
ĎŔįņŃŅîĻĽîăŒĳōiàíčŕíĶĳíŎøñõíčíĎĸĿíċîĈ÷íŐĿçľěŎøŀĿ
õíŎěŗíôŔòŀįäñõíčíĎĸĿíČĈø÷ĺĿċĶŔĸĄ÷ņļńńĿí
ŒøĿíõîĬœĎĘøĿíĉîńøīíıíĎģŗíĽōĊĿíņŃľĻŐŀīðÿŎøœ

ôûŜüĿíôŔēîēŗíłëíĎĀĿíôńĻîĄŃņŃôŔňģŎĿíłĻîĄńĿíņļń÷
ĊğłëíĎĀĿíōôŔīîńĀĿíóĉîñříŒēîēŗíîŃōčŁîĨŇŒĳóĉĊĄńĿí
ïĎĄĿíłëíĎÿōôŔŇîĔŇří
ôńļĄńĿíŐĿçöńĠŇíŒøĿíĽōĊĿíĞĬòĿŅîńğôñîüńñĺĿċŅç
ŒøĿíĺŀ÷ōãiľīîĳŒëîĠķŁîĨŇîŌœĊĿĒŔĿōôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
ôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŁîĨŇĪŃĝčîĬø÷ōîŔëîĠķîŃîĨŇĺŀń÷
ŁíĊīříôñŎĸīĝĎĳōôœĎļĔĬĿíłĻîĄńĿíľüŃôŔĿōĊĿí
ĉíĎĳŗíŐŀīśçęîĜøćśíôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíĺŀń÷ś
iŒēîēŗíîŃōčŁîĨŇŐŀīöķĊěŒøĿíĽōĊĿíŐĿçŅŎńøňœņœČĿí
ĉŎÿōĽîăŒĳśçŅíĊŀòĿíŉČŋŒĳöòļ÷číŒøĿíłëíĎĀĿíŐŀīōã
ŅíĉŎĔĿíôŔĠķŒĳĽîĄĿíŎŋîńĻņŃŗíĒŀĀŃņŃôĿîăç
ŒĳĎĨň÷ôńļĄńĿíŐĿçöńĠŇíŒøĿíĽōĊĿíņŃôĿōĉöŇîĻíċç
ľćĊøĿíôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíĪŔĤøĔ÷śïĎăłëíĎÿôŔĠķ
ŐŀīóčĉîķĎŔįōãôòįíčĎŔįôĿōĊĿíņļ÷łĿîŃiîŌŔĳľńĬĿíō
ôńĻîĄńĿíōãĶŔĸĄøĿí

îŌĿĉîĬŃŁîīĩĊŃŁŎĸœŅãņŃóĊĄøńĿíõîœśŎĿíŐĘĈ÷ċç

ıíĊŌøēśôŀŔēŎĻôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíĽŜİøēîñ
ĞĳĎ÷łĿŒĿîøĿîñōiĽĉîīĎŔįľļĘñņŔŔļœĎŃŗíņŔňģíŎńĿí
ľñiðĔĄĳŒēîēŗíîŃōčŁîĨŇŐŀīĶœĊĜøĿíņĤňėíō
ņīĺĿċōŊĠœŎĸøĿőĉîĜøķśíōŒēîŔĔĿíîŋċŎĴŇöŃĊĈøēí
îŌŔĳĊŌĬø÷õîŔķîĴ÷íŐŀīĪŔķŎøĿîñŏĎćŗíĽōĊĿíôòĿîĤŃĶœĎģ
ņœČĿíĺìĿōãōôńļĄńĿíŐĿçņŔŔļœĎŃŗíņŔňģíŎńĿíłœĊĸ÷ŁĊĬñ
õíĊīîĔńĿíņŃŅîŃĎĄĿíŐĿçŅŎğĎĬøœĊķĪŔķŎøĿíŅŎĠĳĎœ
õíĊīîĔńĿíņŃĺĿċĎŔįōôŔļœĎŃŗíôœĎļĔĬĿí
Ĺîňŋi¡ŒĳóĊĄøńĿíõîœśŎĿíŒĳôòĈøňńĿíóčíĉříĪŃņļĿō
îńŔēśōîŌĴķŎŃĎŔŔİ÷ĉĊĜñóĊĄøńĿíõîœśŎĿíŅãŐĿçõíčîėç
ĎĨňœ úŔăíĊňįōãĽîńėōčŎĳčíĉŒĳôńļĄńĿíľńĬñĶŀĬøœîńŔĳ
ôēîëĎñóĊĄøńĿíõîœśŎĿíõĊœãĊķōóĊŔĴŃóíĉäĻôńļĄńĿíŐĿç
ĎŔĘòĿíĒŔëĎĿíĶĄñĽîĸøīíóĎĻČŃčíĊěçîŃîñōãĹíčîñ
iĞĸňĿíĶăóĊĄøńĿíõîœśŎĿíŁĊĈøĔ÷łĿĺĿċŐĿçôĳîğçō
ôńļĄńĿíŐĿçčŎĳčíĉôŔĠķôĿîăçĪňńĿņŃŗíĒŀĀŃŒĳiŎøŔĴĿí
óĊăņŃîĴŔĴĈ÷ĺĿċŒĳĞĬòĿíŏãčĊķōôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
ŅãŐĿçŅōĎćáðŋċîńňŔñiôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŉîĀ÷îŌĴķŎŃ
ŁĊĸ÷őãŊÿōŒĳôòĸĬĻîŌŔĿçĎĨňœ śŅäñîŌňŃôòįčŅîĻĺĿċ
čŎĳčíĉôŃďŗôŀńøĄŃĽŎŀăőŗ

íċçŅōîĬøĿíŒĳôòįíčĎŔįîŌŇãŐŀīôňŔĬŃôĿōĉĊœĊĄ÷łøœĊķ
ņīŊøŔĿōæĔŃôŌÿíŎŃņŃĂğíōľļĘñîŃíĊăãŒńĄ÷öŇîĻ
čĉîķĎŔįĊŀòĿíŅŎļœōôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŁîŃãłëíĎĀĿí
ŒŇŎŇîĸĿíŊŃîĨŇčîŌňœîŃĊňī
ŒĳôŔĠķôĿîăçóĊĄøńĿíłŃŘĿĪñîøĿíņŃŗíĒŀĀŃĪŔĤøĔœîńĻ

ņŃņļń÷íċçôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŐĿçłĿîĬĿíņŃŅîļŃőã
ŊòøĘńĿíôńĻîĄŃŐŀīačĉîķĎŔįōãðįíčĎŔįdĊŀòĿíŅãõîòûç
čŎĳčíĉôŔĠķŅäĘñùĊăîŃĺĿċōî ŔňģōłŌñ
čĉîķōĊĬøĔŃôĿōĊĿíŒĳôĿíĊĬĿíŁîĨŇŅäñāĎĜœŅíĉŎĔĿíŅãśç
îŃĊňīōŒňģŎĿíĊŔĬĜĿíŐŀīłëíĎĀĿíŒòļ÷ĎŃôńĻîĄŃŐŀī

öŀļėŁîīŒĿōĊĿíņŃŗíĒŀĀŃņŃôĿîăříöń÷
ŒĳùíĊăŗîñôěîĈĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿîñöŔńË ēôńļĄŃôŃŎļĄĿí

 4$$&% čŎĳčíĉ
ĪēíōľļĘñôńļĄńĿíöĠĳčŅîĔŇříĵŎĸăõîīîńÿŅãśç
ŁîŌ÷íôĄëśŊŔÿŎ÷ĽîńøăíņīŁîĬĿíŒīĊńĿíŅŜīçņŃŁîœãĊĬñō
ņŔŔĬ÷ņīĎŔĘòĿíĒŔëĎĿíņŀīã¡ŎŔĿŎœŒĳĎŔĘòĿíĶĄñ
čŎĳčíĉîœîĠĸĿęîćĩĊŃ

łŀĔĿíōïĎĄĿíôĳîĄěĊŌĬŃ
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ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿí

ĆœčîøĿíņŃľŔŀķ

ôŔĿōĊĿíôńļĄńĿíōíĊŇíōĎĿôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíıŜćŐŀī
iôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíîøĸòēņŔøŀĿíôĸñîĔĿíîŔĳŜēŎįŎŔĿ
ŅãĪŔĤøĔ÷ōôńëíĉôńļĄŃĽōãŒŋôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿí
ŐĿçśçĊøńœśîŌěîĜøćíŅãśçióĎńøĔńĿíłëíĎĀĿíŒĳĶĸĄ÷
ôĔēæŃöĔŔĿōôŀĸøĔŃŒŋōîŌŀńīõãĊñîŃĊňīŁîī
óĊĄøńĿíłŃŘĿôĬñî÷

kïĎĄĿíłëíĎĀĿôŔĿōĉłĻîĄŃöìĘŇãíċîńĿ
ŅŎļœîŃĊňīôŔĿōĊĿíņŔŇíŎĸĿíċîĴŇřïĎĄĿíłëíĎÿłĻîĄŃöìĘŇã
ĺĿċĶŔĸĄøñðįíčĎŔįōãčĉîķĎŔįĊŀòĿîñęîĈĿíôĿíĊĬĿíŁîĨŇ

ôńļĄńĿíŐĿçîœîĠĸĿíôĿîăçŒĿōĊĿíņŃŗíĒŀĀŃŅîļŃèñņļĿō
Ë
ĺĿċōčŎĳčíĉôŔĠķŒĳľĬĳîńĻîŌŔĳĶĸĄøĿôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
ŐĿçĎŌėãôøēľĻðŋČœŅãàîīĉśíôìŔŋĒŔëčŐŀīŅãŒňĬœ
ãĎĤ÷ŒøĿíõíčŎĤøĿíņīíĎœĎĸ÷ŊĿŁĊĸŔĿŒĿōĊĿíņŃŗíĒŀĀŃ
ôŔĠĸĿíŐŀī
łëíĎÿĎĤćãĎŔñĊ÷ņīņŔĿōæĔńĿíśçôńļĄńĿíłĻîĄ÷śō
îĳŜćōôŔīîńĀĿíóĉîñříłëíĎÿōôŔŇîĔŇříĊğłëíĎĀĿíōïĎĄĿí
ĪŔĤøĔ÷śĽōĊĿíņŔñłļĄ÷ŒøĿíôŔĿōĊĿíĽĊĬĿíôńļĄńĿ
ĉíĎĳŗíôńĻîĄŃśçôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿí
 ōãïĎĄĿíłëíĎĀĿôńļĄŃĉŎÿōóčōĎĠñıíĎøīśíł÷ĊĸĿ
ĊĬñś
ĭĎòŃčŎŇõîńĻîĄŃĒŔēä÷ł÷îŃĊňīôŔŇîüĿíôŔńĿîĬĿíïĎĄĿí
ĊğîŋŎòļ÷číŒøĿíłëíĎĀĿíņīôńĻîĄńŀĿôœďîňĿíóĉîŔĸĿíłœĊĸøĿ
ņŔŔŇĊńĿí
ŎŔĻŎģŒĳŒŇîñîŔĿíĖŔĀĿíóĉîĸĿôŀûîńŃõîńĻîĄŃõĊĸīîńĻ

óĉîĸĿíîŌŔĳŊÿíŎœŒøĿíŐĿōŗíóĎńĿíŒŋŉČŋöŇîĻōiïĎĄĿíðĸī
Ċğôòļ÷ĎńĿíłëíĎĀĿíōïĎĄĿíłëíĎĀĿôŔĿōĉôńĻîĄŃŅŎŔňģŎĿí
ŒŇĊńĿíōŁîĬĿíņŔŇŎŇîĸĿíņŃþœĐŃĉîńøīíîŌŔĳł÷ĊķōôŔŇîĔŇří
ŒĿōĊĿíĪńøĀńĿíŏĊĿôĿŎòĸŃõîńĻîĄńĿíľĬĀĿ
ĊœŐŀīŁîīŒĳôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíöĔēä÷ō
ŒøĿíôĸŔûŎĿíŎŋōiŒēîēŗíîŃōčŁîĨŇŐŀīöĬķōŒøĿíŅíĊŀòĿí
ĲŀøĈŃĺĿČĻņŔò÷îńĻôńļĄńĿíĽîńīãōôńĨŇŗíōĊīíŎĸĿíĉĊĄ÷
ŒĳîńñiłŌñŊòøĘńĿíîŌñłŌøœŅãàîīĉŜĿņļńœŒøĿíłëíĎĀĿí
ōãàîİòĿíŐŀīŉíĎĻříľüŃóĊœĊĀĿíŒĔňĀĿíĲňĬĿíłëíĎÿĺĿċ
őĎĔĸĿíłĸĬĿíōőĎĔĸĿíľńĄĿí

ĲëîħōóĊīłĻîĄńĿíŉČŋőĉæ÷ō
 ±
łëíĎÿľüŃóĎŔĤćłëíĎÿïîļ÷čîñņŔńŌøńĿíĺìĿōãôńĻîĄŃ
ôòķîĬŃōiôŔīîńĀĿíóĉîñříōôŔŇîĔŇříĊğłëíĎĀĿíōïĎĄĿí
łŌøŔĿōæĔŃöòü÷ņœČĿíęîĈėŗí
łëíĎĀĿíĺŀ÷îœîĄĠĿôĿíĊĬĿíĶŔĸĄ÷ ±
ľòĸøĔńĿíŒĳłëíĎĀĿíïîļ÷číĩĉč ±
ôĄĿîĜńŀĿĶœĎĤĿíĊŔŌńøĿĶëîĸĄĿíöŔòü÷ ±
ŅŎŇîĸĿíóĉîŔēĐœĐĬ÷ ±
ŏĎćãôŔĿōĉïĎăłëíĎÿłĻîĄŃ
íĊŇíōĎĿôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒĿōĊĿíņŃŗíĒŀĀŃäĘŇã
¢¢ŁîīŒĳôĸñîĔĿíîŔĳŜēŎįŎŔĿôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíō
óĉîñříōŅîĸŀòĿíïĎăĽŜćöòļ÷číŒøĿíłëíĎĀĿíôńĻîĄńĿ
íĊŇíōčŒĳôŔīîńĀĿí
ôńļĄńĿíōŅŎŔĿíĎŔĔĿôěîĈĿíôńļĄńĿíŏĎćãłĻîĄŃĹîňŋō
îœĉŎòńĻŒĳôŔëîňüøēśíĎëíōĊĿíōĵíĎĬĿíŒĳîŔŀĬĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
ôŔĿōĊĿíôńļĄńĿíľüŃîŌøœśōĵîĤŇŒĳóĉōĊĄŃŒŋō
íĊŇíōĎĿôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíōôĸñîĔĿíîŔĳŜēŎįŎŔĿ

ŅîļŃōŅîŃďŒĳôòļ÷ĎńĿíłëíĎĀĿíŒĤİ÷łĻîĄńĿíŅãŒňĬœíČŋō
őĎĀ÷îœîĠķôńĻîĄńĿśçôœśŎĿíĺŀń÷śîŌŇãōiĢĸĳņœĉĊĄŃ
ôœîŌŇŒĳłĻîĄńĿíŉČŋľĻĲķŎøøēōióĉĊĄŃôŔňŃďóĎøĳŒĳ
ľńĬĿíņīıîĤńĿí

łēíŒēîēŗíîŃōčŁîĨŇŐŀīöĬķōŒøĿíĽōĊĿíŐŀīĶŀĤœ ō
ôĿōĉŒŇîńûōôëîŃî ŔĿîăîŋĉĊīōıíĎģŗíĽōĊĿíôŔĬńÿ
ŐŀīôĬķŎńĿíĽōĊĿíŒēîēŗíîŃōčŁîĨŇŐŀīĪŔķŎøĿíŁĐŀœ ō
îŌŃĐŀœîńĻiôŔŀĄńĿíîŌ÷îĬœĎĘ÷ņńğŊŔĳóĉĊĄńĿíłëíĎĀĿíýíčĉç
ŊòøĘńĿíŐŀīĞòĸĿíŒĳôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíóĊīîĔńñ
îŌŔğíčãŒĳņœĊÿíŎøńĿíłŌñ
łĿîńĻiôńļĄńĿîñĶĄøŀœłĿŅíĉŎĔĿíŅãŉĎĻċĎœĊĀĿíņŃō
ôŔļœĎŃŗíóĊĄøńĿíõîœśŎĿíîŌŔĳîńñiôœŎķŏĎćãĽōĉîŌñĶĄøŀ÷
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ôŃĊĸńĿí
kôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíņīôŔĴĄĜĿíĎœčîĸøĿíðøļŇíċîńĿ
ĲĘļĿíĽŜćņŃśçņŃáľòĸøĔŃàîňñņŃĊŀòĿíņļńøœņĿ
îŌĄŔĄĜ÷ōŒğîńĿíàîĤćãņī
àîĴĻãŅŎŔĴĄěĹîňŋŅîĻŅçśçôĿíĊĬĿíĶŔĸĄ÷łøœņĿ
ðüĻņīõíàíĎÿříŅŎòķíĎœàîŔĻċãō
Ŋ÷ĉîķîŌŌÿíŎœŒøĿíõîŃîŌ÷śíĪŃŐģîĬøœŅãŅíĉŎĔĿíŐŀī
ĊñśōiĎŔòĻĎŃãôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíôŌÿíŎŃ
ĂŔĄěľļĘñŊĬŃíŎŀŃîĬøœŅãņŔŔēîŔĔŀĿ
õîŃŎŀĬŃôĿōĊĿíîŌĿŎń÷ōîŋîīĎ÷ŒøĿíŁŜīříľëîēōĎĘň÷
ņŃĊñśōiôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíņīôĸŔķĉĎŔį
ŅďíŎøĿíĶŔĸĄøĿôŀĸøĔńĿíôĳîĄĜĿí

±
±
±
±
±

ôŔĿōĊĿíôĿíĊĬĿíôĳîĄěŒĳôœĎòĈĿíĚĜĸĿíōĎœčîĸøĿíôñîøĻ
ŒĳņŔŔĳîĄĜĿíŊÿíŎ÷ŒøĿíŁîŌńĿíðĬěãōłŋãņŃĎòøĬ÷
łŌøňŌŃ
łĻîĄŃōôŔĿōĊĿíïĎĄĿíłëíĎÿôĳîĄěĺĿċŐŀīĽĊœîŃĎüĻãō
ôńļĄńĿíĺĿċŒĳîńñiîŌøńĻîĄŃōłëíĎĀĿíŉČŋŒĳĶŔĸĄøĿí
îüœĊăöĔēãŒøĿíôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿí
óĊŔĀĿíôœĎòĈĿíôĜĸĿíĎěîňīĪŔńÿîŌŔĳĎĳŎø÷ôŔĿōĊĿíôĿíĊĬĿí
 ôŔĬķíōîŃíčĉĪòĤĿîñōôŔŇîĔŇçĂĿîĜŃōĎ÷Ŏ÷ōŅîğčîĬøŃŅîĳĎģ
ôŔĿōĊĿíôĿíĊĬĿíõíàíĎÿçöŇîĻíċçîŃôĿäĔŃđîňĿíĖķîŇĊķō
ĊŀòĿíôīĐīďŐĿçîńñčőĉæ÷ŁãŁŜĔĿíŐĿçőĉæ÷
iôĸŔķĉôĀĿîĬŃðŀĤøœđîĔăĩŎğŎŃôŔĿōĊĿíôĿíĊĬĿíĩŎğŎŃ
îŋàíĎÿõîĬńøĀńĿíöŇîīōđîňĿíóîŔăïĎĄĿíłëíĎÿöķĐŃĊĸĳ
ņœĎ Ńŗí
ŁãôńļĄńĿíôīîķŒĳŅîĻàíŎēiĎŔüŃôĳîĄĜĿíŒĳľńĬĿíŅç
ŅŎŔĴĄĜĿíĝĎĬøœĊķċçîĠœãĊĸĬŃŊŇãśçiĪķíŎĿíĝčãŐŀī
öĄ÷ĊŋîėłēíĎĘňñôńļĄńĿíĊīíŎķíŎļŌøŇíîŃíċçľĻîĘńŀĿ
 üŃôńļĄńĿíôœîńă
ĎćŕíŐŀīôŔĠĸĿíŒĳĎģĊăãľŔĠĴøñōãŜ
õśîĸŃłŋĎĘňĿðīîøńĿíŅíĉŎĔĿíŒĳŅŎŔĴĄĜĿíŊÿíŎœĊķō
ņĔăĎńīŒŇíĉŎĔĿíĒŔëĎŀĿôŔńēĎĿíĲķíŎńĿíōĝčîĬø÷
ľŔńĄ÷àíĎÿōãiłĻîĄĿíŒňģŎĿíĎń÷æńĿíïĐăĒŔëčiĎŔĘòĿí
čŎĳčíĉŒĳĽîøĸĿíôŔĿōæĔŃôŃŎļĄĿí
ŒĳĪğŎĿíóĊĄøńĿíłŃŗíôìŔŌĿĪñîøĿíņŃŗíĒŀĀŃĽîăãĊĸĿ
őČĿíĎŃŗíiŁîīŒĳôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŐĿçčŎĳčíĉ
ôŔŀĄńĿíłŔŋîĴńĿíłŌĳōľŔŀĄøĿíĊœĊÿîńćďņŔŔĴĄĜĿíŐĤīã
ôĿíĊĬŀĿôŔĿōĊĿíō
ĊëîķĶĄñŁîŌ÷íôĄëśôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíčíĊěçŅç
ŅōčîŋĊńăãôŔŇîĔŇříŅōæĘĿíĎœďōōðŔėŎĻŒŀīĊœŎĀňĀĿí
ôŃŎļĄĿíöĠĳčîŃĊňīôĿäĔńĿíĊŔĸĬ÷Œĳĉíďi ŎœîŃŒĳ
îŌńŔŀĔ÷ōôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíĪŃŅōîĬøĿíôŔŇíĉŎĔĿí
ņŔńŌøńĿí
õîĤĤĈńĿíōĂĿîĜńĿíōĉŎŔĸĿíĹíčĉçņŔŔĴĄĜŀĿłŌńĿíņŃ
ôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíōôŔĿōĊĿíôĿíĊĬĿíîœîĠķņīôñîøļĿíĊňīôŔĴĈĿí
ĺĿČĻŒĿōĊĿíŒëîňĀĿíŅŎŇîĸĿíčŎĤ÷ņīōôŔĿōĊĿí
ŅŗôòĬěôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíņīôñîøļĿíōĊò÷Ċķō
ŒøĿíŁŜīříľëîēōōíĊňĿŎŋŒĳőîŋśŒĳóĉŎÿŎŃôńļĄńĿí
čĉîĜńĿíľŀĸ÷úŔăôğčîĬøŃõîŃŎŀĬŃŁĊĸ÷ôĿōĊĿíîŌńīĊ÷
ŅãŐĿçĎŔĘ÷ōčŎĳčíĉôŃďãłĀăņŃôĿōĊŀĿôĬñîøĿíôœčîòćří
ŅíĉŎĔĿíóĉîŔēĝŎĸ÷ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿí
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ĎœĊĜ÷
ıíĎģŗíĪŔńĀĿŅîŔēîēãŅŜŃîīŅíĎòøĬœðœčĊøĿíōłŔŀĬøĿí
àîēåčōņŔŔĴĄĜĿíľüŃŒĴĄĜĿíľńĬĿíŒĳôĄŀĜńĿíõíċ
ôŔŃŎļĄĿíĎŔįõîńĨňńĿíōôŔĿōĊĿíōôŔňģŎĿíõîńĨňńĿíōĎœĎĄøĿí
ŅãĎŔįôĄŇîńĿíõîŌĀĿíŒŀüńŃōņŔŔŃŎļĄĿíņŔĿōæĔńĿíō
ðœčĊøĿíōłŔŀĬøĿíľëîēōŒĳĎŔòĻĚĸŇņŃŒŇîĬœŅíĉŎĔĿí
ðœčĊøĿíōôŔňŌńĿíāōĎĿíĶŔńĬøĿôÿîĄĿîñŁîńøŋśíŒŃŜīří
ôŌœĐŇōóĎăŁŜīçľëîēōôŔńň÷ŒĳľëîĔńĿíłŋãņŃĎòøĬœ
iôòĻíŎŃōiôŔīŎğŎŃôœĎòćĎœčîĸ÷ôñîøĻŅèĳĺĿČĿĉŜòĿíŒĳ
ņŔŔŇíĉŎĔĿíņŔŔĴĄĜĿíņŃĊœĊĬŀĿîŔĸŔĸăîœĊĄ÷ĎòøĬ÷
ŐĿçŅíĉŎĔĿíĽîĸøŇíŒĳłēîăčōĉŁŜīříľëîēŎĿŅŎļŔēō
ņŔňģíŎńĿíĪŔńĀĿôœĉîĜøķśíôŔńňøĿíŒĳōôŔģíĎĸńœĉôĿōĉ
łīíĉōőŎķčōĊñľëîēŎĿíŉČŋŁŎĸ÷ŅãőčōĎĠĿíņŃiŒĿîøĿîñ
ņŃōôŔĔŔëĎĿíùíĊăŗíņīôŔĳíōóčŎĜñčŎŌńĀĿíôŔīŎøĿ
ôĄĿîĜńĿíŒĳčŎŌńĀĿíôĻčîĘŃĎŔĔŔ÷ŒĳłŌĔ÷ŅãőčōĎĠĿí
ôŔŀńīĉĊŌ÷ŒøĿíčîĤćŗíðňĀ÷ŐŀīóĊīîĔńĿíōiôŔňģŎĿí
ĪńøĀŃŎńňĿłīíĊĿíiŒňŌńĿíŒĴĄĜĿíġîĘňĿíĽŜćņŃŁŜĔĿí
ŒģíĎĸńœĉ
àîňòĿęîćŁîńøŋíàŜœçĪŃiôŔŀòĸøĔŃôœŎĿōäĻďĎòœðœčĊøĿíãĊñ
ôŔĔŔëĎĿíùíĊăŗîñôŀĜĿíõíċîœîĠĸĿíŅäĘñôŔĴĄĜĿíõíčĊĸĿí
ôňŌńĿíŉČŋŅŎēčîńœņœČĿíĺìĿōãŅãņŃĊĻäøĿíŎŋĊŌĬńĿíıĊŋ
ôŔĿîīôŔĳĎĄñōôŔĿōæĔńñîŌñŁîŔĸĿíŐŀīŅōčĉîķ
aiņŔŔŇíĉŎĔĿíņŔŔĴĄĜŀĿŒŀńīľŔĿĉôĿíĊĬĿíôĿîăçdľŔĿĊĿí
iôēîĔĄĿíľëîĔńĿíņīôŔĴĄĜĿíôñîøļĿíľŔŌĔ÷ņŃľŔòĔñŎŋ
îĠœãĊÿŎœľŔĿĊĿííČŋōôĿíĊĬĿîñôĸŀĬøńĿíõîīŎğŎńĿíîŌňŃō
öŇĎøŇśíŐŀīĊŌĬńĿíĪķŎŃŐŀī
Œĳ¡ľœĎñãŅîĔŔŇŒĳłŀĔĿíōïĎĄĿíôĳîĄěĊŌĬŃêĘŇã
ŎİŇŎļĿíôœčŎŌńÿŒĳôŔŃŜīříôŔńňøŀĿĪœčîĘŃŊœĊĿōőîŋś
ĊŌĬńĿíĎĳŎœōŅîĸŀòĿíōiŅíĉŎĔĿíōíĊňįōíōiôŔģíĎķŎńœĊĿí
ŐŀīîŋĎĘŇōôœĎòĈĿíĎœčîĸøĿíĎœĎĄ÷ĎĳŎœōiŒŀńĬĿíðœčĊøĿí
ôŔŀĄńĿíŁŜīśíľëîēōõíčĊķàîňñŐĿçıĊŌœîńĻiĪēíōĵîĤŇ
ĒēãàîňñŒŋłĿîĬĿíàîĄŇãĪŔńÿŒĳŊīōĎĳōĊŌĬńĿíôĿîēč
óĎĄĿíŁŜīříľëîēōĶœĎģņīôŔģíĎĸńœĊĿíōŁŜĔĿí
łķčĲ÷îŌĿîñĽîĜ÷śíŐÿĎœiõîŃŎŀĬńĿíņŃĊœĐńĿôŌœĐňĿíō
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ĎœĊĜøĿí
ôŃĊĸŃ
kôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíņīôŔĴĄĜĿíĎœčîĸøĿíðøļŇíċîńĿ
ĽōŗíàĐĀĿí
ĆœčîøĿíĞĬñ

kïĎĄĿíłëíĎĀĿôŔĿōĉłĻîĄŃöìĘŇãíċîńĿ
ŏĎćãôŔĿōĉïĎăłëíĎÿłĻîĄŃ

ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿí
óĊĄøńĿíõîœśŎĿíıōîĈŃ
ıíĎģŗíĽōĊĿíôŔĬńÿ

ôŔīîńĀĿíóĉîñříōôŔŇîĔŇříĊğłëíĎĀĿíōïĎĄĿíłëíĎÿ

ôńļĄńĿíłŔĨň÷

ŁîĬĿíŒīĊńĿí
ĩîĳĊĿí
óîĠĸĿí

ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíŒŔĴĄĜĿôòĔňĿîñôŔńŋŗíõíċõîīŎğŎńĿí

ņŔńŌøńĿíĽîĸøīç
îœîĄĠĿíôĻčîĘŃ
ĉŎŌĘĿíōîœîĄĠĿíôœîńă
ôŔĴĄĜĿíôŔĿōæĔńĿí
îœîĄĠĿíõîĠœŎĬ÷

îŋŎĤİ÷ĊķôœĎòćĚĜķ
ôŔĿōĊĿíôŔëîňĀĿíôńļĄńĿíņīĪÿíĎŃ
ŒŇîüĿíàĐĀĿí
ôńĻîĄńĿôŔĤİøĿí

ĎœčîĸøĿíôñîøĻãĊñç
ĎĻČøĿîñóĎœĊÿŏĎćãàîŔėãôĬĠñ
ôńļĄńĿíàíčĉďç
ôĬÿíĎŃ
ĽŎŀăōľĻîĘŃ

íĎŔćã

kĊŌĬńŀĿðøļ÷ŅãĊœĎ÷ľŋ

čîòćśíôñîøĻ

óĊŀĜĿíčîòćŗí
ôńīîňĿíčîòćŗí
ôœčîòćříôĜĸĿíľļŔŋ

ôĿíĊĬĿíôĿîăç
ņŔŔŇíĉŎĔĿíņŔŔĴĄĜŀĿŒŀńīľŔĿĉ

ôñîøĻ
ōčŎòēŜķŒ÷îĻōĊœîøĔĘœãĎøŔñiĉčŎĴŔŀĻíĐŔĿiŅŎēčĊŇãöŔŇîÿ
ôńÿĎ÷
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